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Materials and Methods 31 

Genotyping single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and indels for SGDP samples 32 

Paired-end Illumina data for 266 fully public samples were downloaded via the Simons Genome Diversity 33 

Project (SGDP) (27). These data were aligned to human reference genome GRCh37 (hs37d5) using 34 

BWA-MEM (v0.7.12) as described in Mallick et al. (27). We applied the HaplotypeCaller function in 35 

Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK, version: 3.5-0-g36282e4) to call variants in each SGDP sample 36 

separately using the following command. “java -Xmx25g -XX:+UseSerialGC -jar GenomeAnalysisTK.jar 37 

-T HaplotypeCaller -R hg19.fasta -variant_index_type LINEAR --variant_index_parameter 128000 -nct 5 38 

-D dbsnp_138.b37.vcf --emitRefConfidence GVCF -rf BadCigar --min_base_quality_score 20 -I 39 

SGDP_sampleID.bam -o SGDP_sampleID.gvcf”. We trained the VQSR model in GATK in order to 40 

recalibrate variant quality scores using “-an QD -an DP -an FS -an SOR -an ReadPosRankSum -an 41 

MQRankSum” and used ts_filter_level of 99.9. 42 

To ensure genotype quality, we excluded variants that were 1) in low complexity regions 43 

(RepeatMasker, UCSC Genome Browser), 2) segmental duplications (SDs; WGAC, GRCh37), 3) in 44 

telomeric or centromeric regions (UCSC Genome Browser), 4) known indels with 10 bp flanking both 45 

ends, and 5) of quality score (QUAL) < 20. In addition, we removed variants that do not have valid 46 

human–chimpanzee alignment (53). Together these filters account for 378,779,062 autosomal bases in the 47 

genome. We identified a total of 34,532,567 autosomal SNVs in our SGDP samples after filtering. We 48 

noted that one of the East Asian samples (Daur_HGDP01217_M) has a missing genotype rate of 6.3% 49 

after filtering. Because we required that variants must be fully called in all of the downstream analyses 50 

and inferences, this sample was removed to maximize the number of sites remaining in our analyses. 51 

We downloaded genotypes and BAM files for three published archaic hominin genomes—a 52 

Denisovan (25) and a Neanderthal from the Altai Mountains in Siberia (26) as well as a European 53 

Neanderthal from Croatia (24) via http://cdna.eva.mpg.de/Neanderthal/. Genotypes of this archaic panel 54 

of three genomes and the SGDP samples were combined using BCFtools (v1.5). An in-house Python 55 

script was supplied to ensure sites that are variable in one set, but missing in the other due to 56 

monomorphic in reference alleles, were properly merged. After merging, a total of 23,103,829 fully called 57 

autosomal SNVs remain in our data for downstream analyses. 58 

 59 

Analysis of hominin-specific CNVs and shared CNVs between archaic and non-African samples  60 

We performed an exploratory analysis to identify hominin-specific CNVs and those shared specifically 61 

between archaic and modern Eurasians. We applied the digital comparative genomic hybridization 62 

(dCGH) (9) CNV discovery method to a discovery panel of 20 publically available genomes, including 63 

the three archaic hominin and 17 diverse SGDP genomes, which were selected for their lowest variances 64 

http://cdna.eva.mpg.de/neandertal/
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in sequencing coverage (9). Note that the FDR estimates for the dCGH calls for low-coverage genomes 65 

from the 1000 Genomes Pilot study (~4X and most reads with lengths <50 bp) are as low as 10% for a 1 66 

kbp variant, and for regions >10 kbp it reduces to <2% (54). Given that the three archaic genomes are 67 

high-coverage (>30X) and have longer read length (median read length >88 bp), we expect a lower FDR 68 

for archaic CNVs. We identified 5,135 CNVs in this discovery panel and determined each individual 69 

copy number by rounding to the nearest integer. To infer the ancestral copy number and the distribution 70 

of copy number in contemporary humans, we genotyped these CNVs in 72 nonhuman primate 71 

(chimpanzee, gorilla, and orangutan) and 249 SGDP genomes. We determined hominin-specific CNVs 72 

using a parsimony approach: a CNV is hominin-specific if all nonhuman primate samples are fixed in 73 

diploid copy number 2 (CN2), but it is variable in copy number in at least one of the hominin samples 74 

(archaic and modern humans). In addition, a CNV is specifically shared between archaic and non-African 75 

samples if it is hominin-specific and at least one copy number (CN) genotype is only found in archaic and 76 

non-African Eurasian samples. The significances of the numbers of hominin-specific and archaic-and-77 

non-African-specifically-shared CNVs were tested using 100,000 permutation simulations. 78 

 79 

Structural variant calling and genotyping 80 

To generate a maximally sensitive set of copy number variants (CNVs) in the SGDP samples, we carried 81 

out CNV calling for each sample using WHAMG (55), LUMPY (v0.2.13) (56), DELLY2 (v0.7.2) (57), 82 

digital comparative genomic hybridization (dCGH) (9), and Genome STRiP (v2.00.1611) (58). In short, 83 

while dCGH computationally infers copy numbers based on read-depth information across repeat-masked 84 

genomes, the others identify CNVs using read-mapping information, such as discordant reads, soft-85 

clipped reads, and/or unmapped reads, etc. To identify CNVs in the three archaic genomes, we were able 86 

to apply dCGH (9), but not the other approaches, to each of these genomes. This is primarily for two 87 

reasons: <0.5% reads of these archaic genomes are paired-end reads and there are no unmapped reads in 88 

these downloaded BAM files. Read-depth profiles for the three archaic genomes were generated by 89 

realigning the BWA-MEM aligned reads to the reference genome using mrsFAST-ultra (59). GC-90 

corrected read-depth coverage across the genome was done through a regression procedure previously 91 

described in Sudmant et al. (9).  92 

Deletions, duplications, inversions and CNVs identified by the five CNV callers were merged 93 

with ‘mergeSVcallers’ (https://github.com/zeeev/mergeSVcallers; commit: 746c6d2). This method 94 

merges CNVs by type, requiring that the start and end of the overlapping CNV begin and finish within 95 

1,000 bp of one another with a reciprocal overlap of 60%. One iteration of merging was done to avoid 96 

collapsing unique alleles into the same call. Unless mentioned otherwise, we genotyped CNVs using the 97 

sequence read-depth genotyper (54) and integrated the call set for the entire panel of samples. CNVs <50 98 

https://github.com/zeeev/mergeSVcallers
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bp or >10 Mbp were excluded because of poor genotyping quality. We further constructed a conserved 99 

CNV call set of 19,211 variants by only including CNVs if they (i) are identified by at least two different 100 

CNV callers and/or dCGH because of its low false discovery rate and unique ability to infer aggregate 101 

paralogous copy number in repetitive regions (9), (ii) have missing genotype rates <0.1, (iii) are 102 

polymorphic in copy number across samples, and (iv) have >500 unmasked bases in sequence. 103 

 104 

Population structure 105 

Population structure within the SGDP samples was examined using both ADMIXTURE (v1.23) (51). For 106 

these analyses, we excluded variants with minor allele frequency < 0.01, thinned the data (--thin 0.2), and 107 

pruned linked variants (--indep-pairwise 50 10 0.1) using PLINK (v1.9), resulting in 264,848 SNVs. 108 

ADMIXTURE analyses were applied using the number of ancestral populations (K) between 2 and 12 109 

and using fivefold cross-validation and 20 bootstrapping replicates for each K. Based on the results of 110 

ADMIXTURE (K = 5 – 8) and geographic locations, we noted that seven African samples—111 

Somali_Ayodo81S_F, MasaiMKK_NA21490_M, MasaiMKK_NA21581_M, Mozabite_HGDP01253_M, 112 

Mozabite_HGDP01274_F, Saharawi_SAH31_M, and Saharawi_SAH41_M—were estimated to have 25–113 

77% Eurasian ancestries and were excluded from downstream analyses. We grouped the SGDP samples 114 

into eight focal populations: sub-Saharan Africans (AFR, n=33), Native Americans (AMR, n=20), East 115 

Asians (EA, n=47), Europeans (EUR, n=51), Melanesians (MEL, n=16), Middle Easterners (ME, n=22), 116 

South Asians (SA, n=38), and Siberians (SIB, n=22) for downstream population genetic inferences. We 117 

also did not further analyze the two Australian and six other Oceanian samples due to limited sample 118 

sizes.  119 

 120 

Demographic inferences 121 

To infer the demographic history of Melanesians, we used ∂a∂i (50) to build and fit demographic models 122 

for the population trio of AFR-EA-MEL. To ensure genotype quality for proper demographic inferences, 123 

we further excluded data in UCSC Genome Browser Self Chain database (if sequence identity >90%) as 124 

well as any known/called structural variants (Database of Genomic Variants, as of September 2016). To 125 

avoid possible biases in our demographic inferences due to natural selection, we also excluded coding 126 

sequences with 1000 bp flanking on both ends (RefSeq genes database from UCSC Genome Browser, 127 

downloaded September 2016). This results in an unfolded, non-genic joint allele frequency spectrum 128 

(AFS) of 3,632,680 SNVs from 409,234,894 autosomal bases, polarized using human–chimpanzee 129 

alignment (53). 130 

 A variety of models for a population trio were considered. We added an additional parameter, 131 

Pflip, in each model to account for the fraction of sites in the data, whose ancestral states are misidentified. 132 
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We estimated demographic parameters using derivative-based BFGS and fmin algorithms implemented in 133 

SciPy to optimize the composite likelihood. We used the Godambe information matrix to estimate the 134 

confidence intervals for model parameters and to adjust the statistics of likelihood ratio tests for model 135 

selection (60). The Godambe information matrix of each AFS was calculated through 100 bootstrap 136 

replicates generated from nonoverlapping 1 Mbp regions across the entire genotype data. All parameter 137 

point estimates reported in physical units were converted using a mutation rate of 1.5  10-8 per base per 138 

generation (61) and a generation time of 29 years. 139 

 140 

Coalescent simulations 141 

We used MaCS (62) to carry out whole-genome coalescent simulations. To explicitly account for local 142 

mutation rate heterogeneity in the genome, we followed the framework published in (63). Briefly, it is a 143 

three-step procedure. First, we estimated the population genetic mutation parameter θ̂𝑗 using ∂a∂i for each 144 

locus of 25,000 bases under the best-fit demographic model. We then simulate genomes using MaCS with 145 

a mutation parameter θ̂𝑚𝑎𝑥, the largest θ estimated among all of the windows. Finally, for each locus we 146 

adjusted its mutation rate by dropping 1 – (
θ̂𝑗 

θ̂𝑚𝑎𝑥 
) of the simulated variants. To simulate recombination 147 

variation across the genome, we incorporated HapMap recombination map in our simulations (64).  148 

 For all of the models we simulated, in addition to the three populations in each of the population 149 

trios, we also included the chimpanzee (n=1), the Siberian (Altai Neanderthal, NDL Altai, n=1) and 150 

European (Vindija Neanderthal, NDL Vindija, n=1) Neanderthal, and the Denisovan (DNS, n=1) 151 

branches (Figure S8). Confidence intervals and point estimates for these relevant demographic 152 

parameters were drawn from previous studies (Table S8). For each simulation, to account for 153 

uncertainties in parameter estimates we randomly sampled values from the confidence interval of each 154 

parameter, assuming that they had a multivariate normal distribution. Whenever conversions between 155 

genetic and physical units for parameters are required, we used a mutation rate and a generation time 156 

randomly drawn from [110-8, 210-8] per site, per generation (61) and [25, 30] years (65). 157 

 158 

Tests for natural selection, archaic introgression, and population-stratified CNVs 159 

To identify population-stratified CNVs, we used three statistics comparing between two groups: a focal 160 

population and the rest of the SGDP samples. First, we computed 𝑉𝑆𝑇(𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙, 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠) = (1 −  
𝑉𝑆

𝑉𝑇
), 161 

where VS and VT are the weighted mean and total variances of the two groups, respectively (66). For each 162 

CNV, VST falls between 0 and 1 and the larger it is, the more difference the two groups are in copy 163 

number. Second, we compared the distributions of copy numbers in the two groups using the Mann-164 

Whitney U (MWU) test (two-sided test). Finally, we calculated the statistic Dmedian  | M(integer CN, 165 
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focal) – M(integer CN, allOthers) |, where M(integer CN, group) is the median copy number in integer 166 

form for a group. We determined a CNV is population-stratified in a focal population if (i) VST > 0.1, 167 

(ii) Bonferroni p of the MWU test < 0.05, and (iii) Dmedian > 0.5. 168 

We further look for evidence for selection and introgression using multiple population genetic 169 

statistics and SNVs from sequences flanking population-stratified CNVs. To search for evidence of 170 

positive selection in a focal population, we computed population branch statistic (PBS) (2) and extended 171 

haplotype homozygosity (EHH) (67) for each focal population. We applied BEAGLE v4.1 (68) to phase 172 

haplotypes in both real and simulated data to account for possible biases due to phasing errors. To detect 173 

signatures of archaic introgression, we used the fD (30), which is designed specifically to find loci with 174 

excess ancestry sharing with an archaic population due to admixture. Following the definition of Martin et 175 

al. (30), we defined the population relationships among three SGDP populations and an outgroup 176 

(chimpanzee) to be (((P1, P2), P3), O)  (((AFR, focal), ARC), Chimpanzee), where ARC  {DNS 177 

(n=1), NDL (n=2)}. We calculated the estimator for fD using the derived allele frequency f (with respect 178 

to the ancestor of chimpanzees and humans) at site i as the following: 179 

    𝑓�̂�  =   
𝑆(((𝑃1,𝑃2),𝑃3),𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝)

𝑆(((𝑃1,𝑋),𝑋),𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝)
 180 

 181 

Population-stratified CNVs 182 

We are interested in identifying variants in a human population that significantly differ in copy number 183 

because selection might have driven the observed differentiation. Because the SGDP samples are from 184 

more than 100 diverse populations, we carried out ADMIXTURE to help delineate population 185 

relationships. While the ADMIXTURE analysis suggests that our samples are mostly represented by sub-186 

Saharan African, Native American, East Asian, Sahul Oceanian, and Western Eurasian ancestries (Figure 187 

S4), we noticed that three additional populations, including South Asians, Siberians, and Middle 188 

Easterners, can be further separated from the others. In addition, two Australian and six other Oceanian 189 

samples were excluded from further analyses due to limited sample size. Thus, for the rest of analyses, we 190 

grouped the SGDP samples into eight focal populations: sub-Saharan Africans (AFR, n=33), Native 191 

Americans (AMR, n=20), East Asians (EA, n=47), Europeans (EUR, n=51), Melanesians (MEL, n=16), 192 

Middle Easterners (ME, n=22), South Asians (SA, n=38), and Siberians (SIB, n=22). Note that seven 193 

African samples were excluded due to high Eurasian ancestries (>22%) (Methods), which can confound 194 

downstream population genetic inferences.  195 

To identify population-stratified CNVs, we used three statistics comparing each focal population 196 

with the remaining global population samples: (i) VST, a measurement of copy number variation; 197 

(ii) MWU test, comparing the distributions of copy numbers; and (iii) Dmedian, quantifying the average 198 
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difference in copy number (Methods). These three statistics quantify the differences in copy number 199 

between a focal population and all the other SGDP samples. In all cases, we found less than 10% of the 200 

CNVs with VST > 0.1, Bonferroni p-value of the MWU test < 0.05, or Dmedian > 0.5 (Figure S5). Note that 201 

while we found little to no correlation between the sample sizes of the focal populations and the numbers 202 

of stratified CNVs identified by VST (Pearson’s correlation = -0.16, p = 0.699) and MWU (Pearson’s 203 

correlation = -0.19, p = 0.638), those identified by Dmedian do negatively correlate with sample sizes 204 

(Pearson’s correlation = -0.73, p = 0.039). To conservatively determine if a CNV is stratified in a focal 205 

population, we used the following criteria: (i) VST > 0.1, (ii) Bonferroni p-value of the MWU test < 0.05, 206 

and (iii) Dmedian > 0.5 (Figure S6). While the numbers of stratified CNVs vary among focal populations 207 

(Figure S6; Table S5), we found that in all cases, under the null expectation it is highly unlikely to 208 

observe the number of population-stratified CNVs (p-values < 0.0105, 10,000 non-parametric 209 

permutation simulations; Table S5). Our analysis suggests that these candidates are unlikely to be false 210 

positives due to sampling errors. Intriguingly, Melanesians carry the largest number of highly stratified 211 

CNVs (n = 162) among the eight focal populations despite having the smallest sample size (Table S5), 212 

most likely due to increasing statistical power in a more homogeneous group than other focal populations.  213 

 214 

, where 𝑆(((𝑃1, 𝑃2), 𝑃3), 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝) = ∑ 𝐶(((A,B),B),A)(𝑖)  −  𝐶(((B,A),B),A)(𝑖)𝑖 , and 215 

𝐶(((A,B),B),A)(𝑖) = (1 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑃1) × 𝑓𝑖,𝑃2  ×  𝑓𝑖,𝑃3 216 

𝐶(((B,A),B),A)(𝑖) = 𝑓𝑖,𝑃1  ×  (1 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑃2)  ×  𝑓𝑖,𝑃3 217 

 218 

In theory, the function S reaches its maximum when the population P2 is completely replaced by 219 

the P3 lineage or vice versa, and thus the X in the denominator is dynamically determined for each site as 220 

which of P2 and P3 has the highest derived allele frequency. In addition, we also applied S* (49), which 221 

utilizes linkage information, to detect archaic introgression. To increase statistical power and identify 222 

candidate regions for selection and/or archaic introgression, all test statistics were calculated and 223 

summarized using predefined windows of 100 SNVs, with a sliding size of 50 SNVs. We assessed the 224 

statistical significance of our inferences using coalescent simulations and calculated all test statistics for 225 

windows in simulated data that are homologous to those in the real data. The p-value of each window was 226 

defined as the fraction of simulations with test statistic values greater than or equal to the observed value 227 

in the real data. A test for a window is significant if its p-value < 0.05. 228 

 We used BEAGLE v4.1 phased SNVs (and the bi-allelic CNV if desired) from the putative 229 

unique (copy number [CN] = 2) sequences flanking a candidate CNV in order the study the haplotype 230 

pattern among the samples. To summarize the pattern of haplotypes, we used SNVs with PBS > 0.5 to 231 

further classify each haplotype into a specific haplogroup, where the pairwise mutation distance is at most 232 
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5. To simplify our inferences and ease the complexity of display, in most of cases we focused on the first 233 

four major haplogroups and pull the rest of haplotypes into the “others” group.  234 

   235 

Population genetic inferences 236 

We used the method of Thomson et al. (69) to estimate the time to most recent common ancestor 237 

(TMRCA) for each candidate archaic introgressed locus, assuming that a divergence of 6 million years 238 

between human and chimpanzee and a generation time of 29 years (65).  239 

To examine if the sharing of this duplication polymorphism between Melanesian and Denisovan 240 

is a result of incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) or recent gene flow, we reconstructed haplotypes for the 241 

duplication polymorphic site in the Melanesian and Denisovan short-read genomes. Reads were re-242 

mapped to the assembled Melanesian contig, along with GRCh37 and KV880768.1, the contig of the 243 

ancestral locus of DUP16p12. To ensure enough Denisovan sequence coverage on the assembled 244 

Melanesian contig, we focused on sequences with at least five Denisovan reads with MAPQ >30. For 245 

simplicity, we focused on ~10 kbp sequences at the unique portion of the duplication locus (yellow arrow 246 

within the red-dashed box in Figure 3), where eight SNVs were called using FreeBayes (v1.0.2). 247 

Haplotypes were inferred by applying BEAGLE (v4.1) to these SNVs along with a bi-allelic CNV. 248 

Phylogeny and divergence for these 10 kbp sequences, along with homologous sequences from GRCh37 249 

and published nonhuman great ape assemblies (53) were inferred using Thomson’s TMRCA estimator 250 

and BEAST (v2.5.0). 251 

To test ILS, we calculated the probability of observing a sequence of Lobv bases shared between 252 

modern and archaic humans using a model of sequence decay over time (6). In short, under a model of 253 

ILS and neutral evolution, the expected length Lexp of a shared sequence between two populations 254 

separated by 𝑡 generations is 1/(𝑟 ×  𝑡), where 𝑟 is the recombination rate per base per generation of the 255 

locus. The length distribution of the shared sequence evolved in the two lineages is a sum of two 256 

exponential distributions, which follows a Gamma distribution with shape parameter 2 and rate parameter 257 

1/𝐿𝑒𝑥𝑝. Thus, the probability of sharing a sequence of Lobv due to ILS is  258 

1− 𝐶𝐷𝐹{𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 (𝐿𝑜𝑏𝑣 , 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 = 2, 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
1

𝐿𝑒𝑥𝑝
)} 259 

To test if the observation of the high frequency DELMEL-NDL deletion-linked variant in Melanesians is 260 

likely a result of positive selection, we used coalescent simulations under the best-fit demographic models 261 

and conditional on variants with a similar age to the DELMEL-NDL allele. Specifically, we computed the 262 

expected distribution of PBS values for those with derived allele frequency being within 30% of the 263 

frequency of the DELMEL-NDL deletion allele observed among the sampled Melanesian chromosomes (i.e., 264 

0.306–0.568). We determined the significance of the selection signal by computing the rank of the 265 
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observed PBS of DELMEL-NDL in the distributions generated using simulations from the Melanesians, 266 

Africans, and East Asians.  267 

 268 

Phylogenetic analyses 269 

To infer the phylogenetic relationships for loci of interest in primates, we performed both maximum 270 

likelihood (RAxML, v.8.2.10) and Bayesian phylogenetic-based (BEAST v2.5.0) (71) analyses. For 271 

RAxML, we used the command “-m GTRGAMMA -f a -x 13345 -N autoMRE -p 14801”. To run 272 

BEAST, we used 1) HKY, with GAMMA Category Count = 5, for the Site Model and 2) random local 273 

clock for Clock Model to explicitly test mutation rate on individual branch in the tree. For tree priors, we 274 

tested both Calibrated Yule Model (if desired) and Coalescent Bayesian Skyline model for individual 275 

phylogenetic analyses. While we kept most of the parameters of the priors as default, for the prior 276 

distributions of clock rate, we used Gamma(0.001, 1000) and human–chimpanzee or human–rhesus 277 

macaque divergence as the calibration using a log-normal(M=1.8, S=0.12) or log-normal(M=3.35, 278 

S=0.085) distribution, respectively. For each locus, we performed five independent runs to infer the 279 

phylogeny using a chain length of 50,000,000 samples and recorded every 2,000 samples. We used the 280 

accompany program Tracer (v.1.7.1) to determine the quality of each run and, in general, we used the first 281 

10% as burn-in. All phylogenetic trees were plot using Figtree (v1.4.3). 282 

 To test signals of selection among RNA transcripts, we used the codon substitution model, 283 

codeml, in the PAML package (v14.9) (43). To construct a frame-aware sequence alignment for PAML, 284 

we first translated predicted open reading frame (ORF) sequences into amino acid sequences, followed by 285 

performing amino acid alignment using MAFFT (v7.407) (72), which was then used to build the frame-286 

aware sequence alignment using the Perl program pal2nal.pl (v14) (73). We began with the computation 287 

of pairwise dN/dS (ω) ratios (PAML with runmode=-2, CodonFreq=2) and estimated their 95% 288 

confidence intervals (C.I.) using 1,000 bootstraps constructed by sampling the codons of the input 289 

sequence alignment, as described in (43, 74, 75). To search for evidence for positive selection acting on 290 

sites along particular lineages or clades, we performed likelihood ratio tests using the following models: 291 

(i) the free-ratio model (model=1) vs. strictly neutral model (model=0, fix_omega=1, omega=1); (ii) 292 

branch-site test of positive selection (model=2, NSsites=2, fix_omega=0) against the null model 293 

(model=2, NSsites=2, fix_omega=1, omega=1); (iii) branch-site clade model C (model=3, NSsites=2) 294 

against the null model (model=0, NSsites=1) (43, 76). The input phylogenetic tree was inferred using 295 

BEAST (v2.5.0) as described above. The probability of a site being under positive selection was 296 

calculated using Bayes empirical Bayes (BEB) (43). 297 

 298 
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PCR-based validation for the Neanderthal–Melanesian-shared chromosome 8p21.3 deletion 299 

We created a PCR-based assay to test for the presence of the chromosome 8p21.3 deletion at the 300 

approximate position chr8:22981814-22988247 based on read-depth estimates from the SGDP data. 301 

Primers were designed to flank this deletion and would create a PCR product of a few hundred base pairs 302 

if the deletion was present in the individual. The set of primers were located at chr8:22982187 303 

(atctcgactcaccacaacgtc) and chr8:22988614 (catgttgaaatgagaaaagtttgg) and in individuals with the 304 

deletion, it creates a PCR product that is 501 bp. Sequencing this product and aligning to the human 305 

reference (GRCh37) gives the actual breakpoints of the deletion at chr8:22982302-22988251 (5,950 bp). 306 

A second set of primers were designed within the deletion region to test for presence (Forward: 307 

gttggcagtgtgaggttgtg, Reverse: cacccaccagaaggacaact), which amplifies a 300 bp fragment from 308 

chr8:22987306-22987605. With a combination of these two PCR assays, we can determine the copy 309 

number of individuals for this deletion: PCR product for the first assay will indicate at least one 310 

chromosome has the deletion and PCR product for the second assay will indicate at least one chromosome 311 

does not have the deletion. We applied this assay to 16 blood-derived DNA Melanesian samples and 312 

reported the results (Figure S56). 313 

 314 

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) experiments  315 

Metaphase spreads and interphase nuclei were obtained from lymphoblast cell lines from four human 316 

HapMap individuals. Three were Papuans from Bougainville Island (GM10541, GM1543 and GM10539) 317 

while one was the Caucasian (EUR) individual GM12878, used as control. All these cell lines were 318 

purchased from Coriell Cell Repository. FISH experiments were performed using human fosmid and 319 

bacterial artificial clones (BACs) (Table S13) directly labeled by nick-translation with Cy3-dUTP 320 

(Perkin-Elmer), Cy5-dUTP (Perkin-Elmer) and fluorescein-dUTP (Enzo) as described by Lichter et al. 321 

(77), with minor modifications. Briefly, 300 ng of labeled probe were used for the FISH experiments; 322 

hybridization was performed at 37oC in 2xSSC, 50% (v/v) formamide, 10% (w/v) dextran sulphate and 3 323 

mg sonicated salmon sperm DNA, in a volume of 10 mL. Posthybridization washing was at 60oC in 324 

0.1xSSC for three times. Nuclei were simultaneously DAPI stained. Digital images were obtained using a 325 

Leica DMRXA2 epifluorescence microscope equipped with a cooled CCD camera (Princeton 326 

Instruments). DAPI, Cy3, Cy5 and fluorescein fluorescence signals, detected with specific filters, were 327 

recorded separately as grayscale images. Pseudo-coloring and merging of images were performed using 328 

Adobe Photoshop software. 329 

 330 
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DNA sample preparation and whole-genome sequencing using PacBio technology 331 

Sample HGDP00550 was chosen from the HGDP-CEPH (Human Genome Diversity Project-Centre 332 

d'Étude du Polymorphisme Humain) panel for long-read sequencing, and frozen cells were provided by 333 

the CEPH. DNA was isolated as previously described (53) and genomic libraries were prepared for DNA 334 

sequencing. For PacBio sequencing, we prepared one DNA fragment library (40–50 kbp inserts) using 335 

Megaruptor (Diagenode) shearing at the 60 kbp setting. After SMRTbell preparation per the “Procedure 336 

& Checklist - Preparing >30 kb Libraries Using SMRTbell® Express Template Preparation Kit” 337 

(PacBio), the library was size-selected with the BluePippin™ system (Sage Science) at a minimum 338 

fragment length cutoff of 40 kbp. Single-molecule, real-time (SMRT) sequence data were generated using 339 

the PacBio Sequel instrument with Sequel Binding and Internal Ctrl Kit 2.1, Sequel Sequencing Kit 2.1 340 

v2, MagBead cleanup, diffusion loading, and acquisition times of 10- or 20-hour movies. A total of 22 341 

SMRT Cell 1M v2 and 3 SMRT Cell 1M v2 LR cells were processed yielding 73.8-fold (ROI/3.2 G) or 342 

75.2-fold (raw/3.2G) whole-genome sequence data. The average subread length was 18.2 kbp with a 343 

median subread length of 12.9 kbp and N50 subread length of 34.8 kbp. 344 

 345 

Identification of integration site for the Melanesian–Denisovan-specific 16p12.2 duplication  346 

To identify the putative integration site, we constructed pseudo mate-pair reads using long-read data 347 

extending over duplication junctions at 16p12.2 (Figure S40). Specifically, we set to split individual long 348 

reads using an initial window size of 5 kbp and a step size of 1 kbp. Consider hypothetical PacBio read of 349 

length 12 kbp, we split this read such that we create a 5 kbp portion on the left and leaving the rest of the 350 

PacBio read (7 kbp) on the right. Then we move the cut site by 1 kbp to the right creating the left portion 351 

of the PacBio read of 6 kbp and the other 6 kbp portion on the right. We iterated this procedure until the 352 

right mate read equaled 5 kbp. The resulting pseudo mate-pairs were then mapped to the reference 353 

genome (hg38) in a paired-end fashion using BWA-MEM (version 0.7.15-r1140) with ‘-x pacbio’ 354 

parameter. The putative integration site of this duplication was identified by discordant read pairs. 355 

Finally, we used Canu (v1.5) and the following command to assemble contigs with long reads showing 356 

mapping evidence to chromosome 16p11.2: 357 

  358 

canu -pacbio-raw $1 genomeSize=50000 corOutCoverage=300 corMhapSensitivity=high 359 

corMinCoverage=1 gnuplotTested=true -p outFile useGrid=false -d outFile contigFilter="2 20000 1.0 .75 360 

2” 361 

 362 
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BAC library construction, processing, and assembly 363 

GM10539, a Melanesian cell line from Coriell, was grown to 108 cells and embedded in agarose plugs, 364 

then lysed. Plugs are partially digested with ECOR1, run on pulsed field gel and slices from 100-200 kbp 365 

are cut. DNA is electro-eluted, ligated, and transformed into E. coli cells. 350,000 clones are picked by 366 

Norgren picker into 96 well plates for a 10X BAC library and stamped onto Performa II Genetix filters.  367 

Probes for regions of interest were designed, radioactively labeled and hybridized to the Performa 368 

filters, washed, exposed to Phosphor screens, and scanned on Typhoon scanner. Positives are called and 369 

corresponding clones picked from the BAC library.  370 

DNA from positive BAC clones were extracted as described previously (41). We prepared 371 

barcoded libraries from clone DNA using Illumina-compatible Nextera DNA sample prep kits 372 

(Epicentre, catalog number GA09115) as described previously (37) and carried out paired-end 373 

sequencing (125 bp reads) on an Illumina HiSeq 2500. Reads were then mapped to the reference 374 

genome, GRCh37, to identify singly unique nucleotide k-mers (SUNKs) (54). Non-overlapping BACs 375 

were pooled and sheared as described previously (41). Libraries were processed using the PacBio 376 

SMRTbell Template Prep kit following the protocol “Procedure and Checklist—20 kb Template 377 

Preparation Using BluePippin Size-Selection System,” with the addition of barcoded adaptors during 378 

ligation. Up to ten barcoded libraries were then pooled at equimolar amounts and size-selected as a 379 

pool on the Sage PippinHT with a start value of 10,000–12,000 and an end value of 50,000. The 380 

resulting library was then sequenced on one Sequel SMRT cell 1M by diffusion using Sequel v3.0 381 

chemistry. We performed de novo assembly of pooled BAC inserts using Canu (v1.5). Reads were 382 

masked for vector sequence (pCC1BAC) and assembled with Canu, then subjected to consensus 383 

sequence calling with Arrow (https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/GenomicConsensus). We 384 

reviewed PacBio assemblies for misassembly by visualizing the read depth of PacBio reads in 385 

Parasight (http://baileylab.brown.edu/parasight/download.html), using coverage summaries generated 386 

during the resequencing protocol. 387 

 388 

Assembly of the Melanesian 16p11.2 contig using Segmental Duplication Assembler (SDA) 389 

Assembly of the MelanesianDenisovan DUP16p12 duplication polymorphism at the 16p11.2 insertion site 390 

was accomplished using a pipeline based on the SDA method (https://github.com/mvollger/SDA) (41). 391 

Initially, long-read whole-genome data were mapped to a BAC haplotype (222 kbp) containing the core 392 

of the DUP16p12 duplication polymorphism. After this, paralogous sequence variants (PSVs) specific to the 393 

integration site were identified using SDA and reads containing these PSVs were phased and assembled 394 

resulting in a 252 kbp contig. Because the contig expanded upon the original BAC haplotype by 30 kbp, 395 

we repeated the experiment using the 252 kbp contig as the backbone. SDA was applied to the 252 kbp 396 

http://baileylab.brown.edu/parasight/download.html
https://github.com/mvollger/SDA
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contig and two of the resulting contigs shared 44/44 and 59/59 PSVs with the original backbone and 397 

extended the contig on the left and right side, respectively. This process was then iteratively reapplied to 398 

further extend the contig to an ultimate length of 787 kbp (Table S14), at which point it could be 399 

confidently overlapped with other locally assembled contigs, resulting in a ~1.8 Mbp contig.  400 

 401 

PCR validation for the Melanesian–Denisovan-specific duplication at chromosome 16p12.2 402 

In order to validate the presence or absence of the chromosome 16 Melanesian-Denisovan introgressed 403 

duplication variant, we developed a series of PCR and restriction enzyme assays. Across a 75 kbp region 404 

of the duplication (chr16:22,710,041-22,783,558), there were SNVs previously identified (9) that are 405 

present in the duplicated copy from Denisovan and are fixed alternatives from the human reference. 406 

Designing assays specific to these SNVs will allow us to identify which Melanesians have this 407 

duplication. We selected and tested 11 SNV sites across the 75 kbp duplicated region that show an 408 

alternate allele for the Papuans (matching the Denisovan allele) and are fixed for the reference allele in 409 

the control samples. 410 

We designed PCR assays to amplify approximately 300 bp surrounding each of these sites and 411 

were able to successfully amplify and Sanger sequence those fragments in two Melanesians and three 412 

control samples (Tables S19-S20). We then selected three sites to create a restriction digests test, wherein 413 

we would select restriction enzymes that would cut our PCR product over the SNV site and nowhere else 414 

within the amplicon. Enzymes were found using NEB’s product search tool and experiments followed the 415 

standard protocols listed by NEB. For site 13, we used AciI, which cuts the reference haplotype, creating 416 

fragments of 157 bp and 144 bp (and uncut = 301 bp). For site 22773497, we used MscI, which cuts the 417 

alternate (Papuan) haplotype, creating fragments 149 bp and 147 bp (uncut = 296 bp). For site 22768213, 418 

we used BsrDI, which also cuts the alternate (Papuan) haplotype, creating fragments 107 bp and 191 bp 419 

(uncut = 298 bp). The digested samples were visualized on a 2% agarose gel to visualize the size of DNA 420 

fragments present (Figure S71). 421 

We also Sanger sequenced the precut PCR product from these three assays to determine if 422 

sequencing matched restriction digest results in a subset of 23 Papuan individuals; the results from the 423 

two assays matched. Sequencing these PCR products showed a variation in peak height at the SNV site 424 

based on the copy number of the duplication (CN3 showed half the peak height of the alternate allele 425 

compared to CN4; Figure S71). We tested a total of 242 additional Melanesian individuals for the 426 

presence of this Denisovan-introgressed duplication. These samples were extracted DNA obtained from 427 

the buffy coat from Melanesians across Papua New Guinea, mostly from New Britain, New Ireland, and 428 

Bougainville Islands (Figure 2B; Table S11), collected and housed by Dr. J. Friedlaender from the 429 
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Temple University as well as Drs. M. Brilliant and Dr. T. Carter at the Marshfield Clinic Research 430 

Institute.  431 

 432 

Full-length non-chimeric (FLNC) transcripts for candidate regions using long-read cDNA sequencing 433 

Total RNA was harvested from four human cell lines (GM10539, GM10541, GM10543, and GM12878) 434 

and one chimpanzee lymphoblast cell line and polyA RNA was purified by oligo-dT magnetic beads 435 

(Dynal: Thermo). Double-stranded cDNA with dual barcodes was prepared, amplified and subjected to 436 

hybridization capture in the manner detailed in (52). Hybridization probes were selected based on the 437 

genic candidate regions identified in Melanesian genomes. Probes were tiled along the exons of the 438 

following genes (Integrated DNA Technologies; IDT): TNFRSF10A, TNFRSF10B, TNFRSF10C, 439 

TNFRSF10D, CHMP7, RHOBTB2, and NPIPB5. 440 

Following post-capture PCR, the amplified dsDNA was purified on magnetic beads (AMPure PB; 441 

PacBio) and then subjected to library preparation for long-read sequencing (SMRTbell Template Prep Kit 442 

1.0; PacBio with barcoded SMRTbell adapters). SMRT sequencing was performed on the Sequel v2.1 443 

chemistry (PacBio) with LR SMRT Cells with 2-hour pre-extension and 20-hour movies. Reads 444 

corresponding to each sample were extracted by their SMRTbell barcodes and circular consensus 445 

sequences were generated from the raw subreads using SMRT Link with minimum number of pass set to 446 

1. The program lima in the Iso-Seq3 pipeline (https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/IsoSeq3) was applied 447 

to remove the 5' and 3' dual barcodes and also obtain the unclustered FLNC reads. Parameters used were: 448 

lima --isoseq --dump-clips. We did not cluster the FLNC reads further because highly identical 449 

paralogous transcripts could undesirably cluster together in this step. Due to the variability of the yields of 450 

FLNC transcripts across samples and loci, we used data from various combinations of samples in 451 

subsequent analyses when applicable. 452 

The resulting reads were mapped to the human reference (GRCh37) and/or other sequence 453 

contigs using minimap2 (v2.14-r883) with the option for long-read spliced alignment (-ax splice). 454 

Paralogs of the candidate genes were classified by identifying PSVs specific to the paralogs (52). In the 455 

case of identifying NPIP transcripts in the assembled Melanesian contig, we mapped all FLNC transcripts 456 

to two sets of reference sequences: (1) GRCh37 and the KV880768.1 contig (NCBI BioProject: 457 

PRJNA31257) and (2) the assembled Melanesian contig. We determined the best mapping location for 458 

each FLNC transcript by choosing the best mapping identity and focused on those with >99% identity in 459 

the alignment. In addition, we found that 14 fixed PSVs and two 13 bp indels can be used to identify 460 

NPIPB16. 461 

  462 

https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/IsoSeq3
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Supplementary Text 463 

Discovery of SNVs and CNVs 464 

The analyses in this study were primarily based on genomic data of SGDP samples and three archaic 465 

hominin genomes—a Denisovan (25) and a Neanderthal (26) from the Altai Mountains in Siberia, and a 466 

Neanderthal from Croatia (24). Paired-end Illumina data for 266 fully public SGDP samples were 467 

generated and aligned to human reference genome GRCh37, as previously described in Mallick et al. 468 

(27). To call SNVs and indel variants in the SGDP samples, we used the GATK HaplotypeCaller 469 

(Methods). Diploid genotypes of the three archaic genomes were downloaded from Prufer et al. (24) and 470 

combined with the SGDP genotypes by position. After a series of quality control (QC) filtering 471 

procedures, 23,103,829 fully called autosomal SNVs remained in the data (Methods).  472 

To maximize sensitivity for identifying CNVs, we applied a suite of five different CNV callers to 473 

each of the SGDP genomes (Methods). After initial filtering (Methods), we discovered 368,256 474 

autosomal CNVs (Table S3). Of these CNVs, 93.5% were identified by a single CNV caller (Figure S2). 475 

To ensure the quality of CNV calls for downstream population genetic analyses, we focused on a 476 

conserved call set of 19,211 CNVs constructed by applying a variety of QC filters (Methods), including 477 

4,705 bi-allelic deletions (length: median= 6424, s.d.=31278.74), 4,727 bi-allelic duplications (length: 478 

median=6117, s.d.=161628.3), and 10,234 multi-allelic CNVs (length: median=4257, s.d.=70565.54) 479 

(Figure S3). Overall validation rates of >83.07% (>68.18% and ~100% for duplications and deletions, 480 

respectively) for these 19,211 CNVs were determined using an orthogonal single-nucleotide 481 

polymorphism microarray-based CNV detection approach (Table S4; Methods). 482 

 483 

Tests for positive selection and archaic introgression in Melanesians 484 

A population-stratified CNV could be a result of a beneficial CNV targeted by natural selection and/or an 485 

initially introgressed variant from a diverged hominin species, subsequently raised to a high frequency 486 

through demographic processes. To test these hypotheses, we performed a window-based scan using FST 487 

(78), PBS (2), Tajima’s D (79), nucleotide diversity (), and EHH (67) to search for signatures of positive 488 

selection, and computing the fD (30) and S* (49) statistics to detect introgressed archaic hominin 489 

sequences (Methods). Note that we only calculated S* for candidates of introgressed loci identified by fD, 490 

if desired, as an orthogonal method to support the signals of archaic introgression.  491 

To account for possible biases on the test statistics due to demographic processes, we performed 492 

large coalescent simulations based on 1,000 demographic models to construct the expected null 493 

distributions for the statistics (Methods). We used the site frequency spectrum-based demographic 494 

inference tool ∂a∂i (50, 60) (Methods) to infer the prehistory of Melanesians. To reduce the dimensions 495 

of parameter searching space, we chose to build models for the population trio AFR-EA-MEL. Among a 496 
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variety of models that we tested (Table S6), we found that the best-fit model with asymmetric migrations 497 

between the two populations (Figure S7, log-likelihood = -103386) significantly fit the data better 498 

(adjusted-D = 5.707, p-value of likelihood ratio test = 0.0168) than a model with symmetric migrations 499 

between EA and MEL (Figure S7, log-likelihood = -104590). Our best-fit model suggests that the 500 

ancestors of Africans and non-Africans diverged ~74 thousand years ago (kya; 95% C.I.: 73,321–75,199), 501 

followed by the divergence between Melanesians and East Asians at ~52 kya (95% C.I.: 51,450–52,591), 502 

a compatible to a recent estimate of split time between aboriginal Australians/Papuans and Eurasians (19). 503 

In addition, the complexity of our best-fit model, such as the moderately high gene flow from East Asians 504 

to Melanesians (95% C.I. for NAMH*mMEL-EA = 1.109–1.128 > 1; Table S7), highlights the importance of 505 

controlling biases due to demographic processes in downstream selection and introgression inferences in 506 

Melanesians. 507 

In our coalescent simulations, we added parameters for branches prior to all the modern human 508 

branches, including those of archaic humans as well as the one leading to chimpanzee (Figure S8; Table 509 

S8). Parameter values associated with these additional branches were uniformly drawn from the 510 

confidence intervals published in literature to account for the uncertainties of those parameter estimates 511 

(Table S8). Our simulations also account for genomic heterogeneity in mutation and recombination rates 512 

(Methods). In general, our whole-genome coalescent simulations recapitulate the genetic variation 513 

patterns of SNVs observed in real data (Figure S9A), while the genomic distributions of test statistics 514 

(e.g., FST) are remarkably different between simulated and real data (Figure S9B-C), demonstrating the 515 

power of our inference to identify candidates of non-neutrally evolved loci. Unless stated otherwise, all p-516 

values for the tests of selection and introgression scans are based on these parametric coalescent 517 

simulations. 518 

We determined selective and introgressed signals for each of the highly stratified CNVs if they 519 

are flanked by significant windows (p-value < 0.05). Within Melanesians, we identified signatures of 520 

positive selection at 37 distinct CNV loci, and signals of introgression at 24 and 28 CNV loci using 521 

Neanderthal and Denisovan genomes as archaic references, respectively; interestingly, 19 were found 522 

using either reference (Tables 1, S9-S10). Notably, we found that stratified CNVs are significantly 523 

associated with candidate loci of positive selection (p-value = 0.032, a permutation test of 10,000 non-524 

parametric simulations), but not with archaic introgression signals (p-value = 0.228) (Figure S10). The 525 

strong association between stratified CNVs and selection candidates is consistent with the predicted large 526 

effect sizes of CNVs, highlighting their important roles in adaptive evolution. 527 

 528 
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Signals of the Melanesian–Denisovan-specific duplication on chromosome 16p12.2 consistent with 529 

positive selection and archaic introgression 530 

Among the most differentiated Melanesian CNVs, the top two loci (Bonferroni’s p-value of CNV 531 

stratification test < 2.510-32) were previously reported by Sudmant et al. (2015) (9). First, at the locus of 532 

a 5 kbp duplication upstream of METTL9 (chr16:21,596,722-21,601,720), we found significant signals for 533 

archaic introgression (p-value(fD) ≤ 0.033; Tables S9-S10), but not for selection (p-value = 0.127). At the 534 

second region, a 73.5 kbp duplication variant, spanning both MIR548AA2 and MIR548D2, was found 535 

only in the Melanesian and Denisovan samples (DUP16p12, chr16:22,710,041-22,783,558; Figure 2A). 536 

Metaphase and interphase FISH experiments of three Melanesian cell lines (Methods) confirm the 537 

presence of DUP16p12 (Figures 2C, S38; Table S12). We detected significantly elevated fD scores using 538 

the Denisovan individual (p-value < 0.001; Figures S34, S36), but not the Neanderthals (p-value = 0.178; 539 

Figure S36), as the archaic reference. This is consistent with a result of interbreeding events between 540 

Melanesians and Denisovan-like archaic humans (9, 21, 25). Note that although there were putative 541 

selection signals at the DUP16p12 locus (Figure S34), we found elevated Tajima’s D values across this 542 

locus (Figure S37), consistent with a pattern of an excess of heterozygosity, which is likely driven by the 543 

collapse of PSVs. To assess the prevalence of this duplication variant, we designed a sequencing assay to 544 

genotype an independent set of 242 diverse Melanesians from eight different population groups 545 

(Methods). We confirmed this variant is present at high frequency across these Melanesian populations 546 

(>79% samples; Figure 2B; Table S11). While DUP16p12 is present at high frequency in all Melanesian 547 

groups, introgression is nearly complete among lowland populations of West and East New Britain. 548 

By performing additional FISH experiments, we were able to map the extra copies within a 549 

duplication block at chr16:28.3-30.4 Mbp, most likely at 16p11.2 between 29.03 and 29.66 Mbp (i.e., 550 

between the green and blue probes in Figure S39). In addition, we generated 75X coverage long-read 551 

sequence data targeting the 16p12.2 ancestral duplication locus from a Melanesian genome (Methods). 552 

To refine the putative integration site of the duplicate sequences, we constructed pseudo mate-pair reads 553 

by splitting long-read data extending over duplication junctions at 16p12.2, and then searched for read 554 

pairs linking 16p12.2 and 16p11.2 loci (Methods; Figure S40). Using this information, we further 555 

refined the integration locus to a 200 kbp interval (29.47 to 29.67 Mbp) mapping adjacent to an NPIP 556 

core duplicon and near BOLA2 and SMG1P2. To sequence resolve the DUP16p12 copy number 557 

polymorphism, we generated a Melanesian large-insert BAC library (GM10539). We constructed two 558 

haplotypes of 222 kbp and 133 kbp, partially confirming the structure of DUP16p12 reported in (9) 559 

(Figures S41-S42) using five BAC contigs (NCBI BioProject: PRJNA522307). In order to fully assemble 560 

the entire locus ab initio, we used the haplotypes as the initial seeds to pull down long-read Melanesian 561 

whole-genome sequencing data and iteratively applied the SDA method (41) (Figure S43; Table S14). 562 
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We generated a ~1.8 Mbp sequence contig spanning more than 900 kbp of complex SDs (Figure 3A). To 563 

assess the quality of the de novo assembly of the contig, we aligned the sequences between the finished 564 

BAC haplotypes and the assembly, and confirmed the organization and sequence accuracy (99.86%) 565 

(Figure S44). We noted the observed sequence differences are likely due to the genome and the BAC 566 

library coming from two unrelated Melanesian samples. Notably, the sequence-resolved assembly shows 567 

that the actual length of DUP16p12 duplication polymorphism is ~383 kbp, which is larger than previous 568 

thought (9).  569 

To reconstruct the evolutionary history of the DUP16p12 duplication polymorphism, we performed 570 

a series of phylogenetic analyses using BEAST (v2.5.0) (Methods) and a sample of loci across the 571 

duplication allele. Our inference results suggest that the variant originated from a series of complex 572 

structural changes involving duplication, deletion, and inversion events ~0.5–2.5 million years ago (Mya) 573 

within the Denisovan ancestral lineage, which subsequently inserted into chromosome 16p11.2 574 

(chr16:29,640,235-29,640,459) between 0.2–0.5 Mya (Figures 3B, S45-S46; Table S15). To examine if 575 

the sharing of this CNV between Melanesian and Denisovan genomes is a result of ILS or recent gene 576 

flow, we remapped the short-read Illumina data to the assembled Melanesian contig, along with GRCh37 577 

and KV880768.1, which is the contig of the ancestral locus of DUP16p12. We inferred a phylogeny using 578 

~10 kbp sequences at the duplication polymorphism site, where enough high-quality Denisovan reads 579 

were present (>5 reads with MAPQ > 30), along with homologous sequences from GRCh37 and 580 

published nonhuman great ape assemblies (Methods, Figure S48). Our inference results show that all 581 

Denisovan and Melanesian sequences that carry the DUP16p12 polymorphism forms a single clade and 582 

share TMRCA ~0.06–0.17 Mya. Importantly, the more recent ancestry of these duplication sequences 583 

than the Denisovan-modern human divergence (>400 kya) is consistent with the hypothesis of recent gene 584 

flow introducing this variant into populations ancestral to Melanesians. 585 

Chromosome 16p11.2 is one of most complex regions in the human genome, where recurrent 586 

deletions and duplications, mediated by a complex set of SDs, have been known to associate with diseases 587 

(e.g., ~1% of cases of autism (40)) and implied their importance in human evolution (15). Interestingly, 588 

we observed both significantly elevated PBS (p-value < 0.012) and fD (p-value < 0.021, archaic ref = 589 

Denisovan) scores at the unique, diploid sequences flanking the 16p11.2 complex region (Figure S47). 590 

Consistent with the analyses for the DUP16p12 locus above, the archaic introgression signals were 591 

completely diminished when Neanderthals were used as the archaic reference in the fD calculation (p-592 

value > 0.193), suggesting the scenario of adaptive introgression from Denisovan-like archaic humans 593 

into Melanesians. We also note that the Melanesian duplication polymorphism harbors extra copies of SD 594 

sequences that are absent from most human populations, including an additional member of the NPIP 595 

family (42). To explore the NPIP coding potential at this locus, we used FLNC transcripts from two 596 
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Melanesian (GM10539 and GM10541) fibroblast cell lines (Methods). We identified FLNC transcripts 597 

that maintain the same ORF and encode a novel member of the NPIPB family, NPIPB16 (1,206 amino 598 

acids), mapping uniquely to the duplication polymorphism (Figure 3C). This Melanesian copy shows 599 

elevated pairwise dN/dS ratios when compared to other closely related NPIPB genes (RefSeq release 109) 600 

(Figures S49-S50). Using a phylogenetic branch site test (43), we identified 32 sites are likely positively 601 

selected, including a cluster of 28 sites locates at the last exon of NPIPB16 (Figure 3C). Sequence 602 

analysis shows that this cluster is likely due to two indel events of a repeat motif 603 

(GAGCGTCTGCGGG)—an indel upstream to the cluster caused frameshifting, while the other one 604 

downstream to the cluster restored the original frame of the peptide sequence—resulting in a local novel 605 

amino acid sequence at the last exon that is unique and only found in NPIPB16 (Figure S51), rather than 606 

a series of independent amino acid substitution events. 607 

 608 

Archaic introgression of CNVs at chromosome 8p21.3 between Melanesians and Neanderthals 609 

The most striking signals from our window-based selection (PBS/FST) scan and archaic introgression test 610 

(p-value < 0.005) in the Melanesian samples center at chr8:22,969,611-23,045,069 (Figures 4A-B, S52). 611 

This region encompasses two significantly stratified CNVs in Melanesians (Figure 4B), a 6 kbp deletion 612 

(DELMEL-NDL, chr8:22,982,302-22,988,251, Bonferroni’s p-value < 8.910-11) and a 31 kbp duplication of 613 

TNFRSF10D (DUP10D, chr8:22,991,347-23,022,738; Bonferroni’s p-value of MWU < 1.510-6) at the 614 

centromeric side of the deletion locus. Interestingly, the copy number estimates of DELMEL-NDL and 615 

DUP10D are significantly and negatively correlated in Melanesian samples (Pearson’s  = -0.64, p < 0.05), 616 

but not in other SGDP populations (Figure S53), showing a strong linkage between the two CNVs in 617 

Melanesians. 618 

At the DUP10D locus, we observed an excess of heterozygosity and a pattern of allelic imbalance 619 

at this locus only in individuals from Melanesian (15 out of 16 samples), African (7 out of 33 samples), 620 

and the three archaic genomes (Figures 4B, S53-S54). Both patterns of excess of heterozygosity and 621 

allelic imbalance are consistent with the presence of PSVs due to the collapse of duplicate copies. With 622 

these lines of evidence, we determined that only individuals who show an excess of heterozygosity and 623 

allelic imbalance at this locus harbor the DUP10D duplication allele. The deletion allele of DELMEL-NDL, on 624 

the other hand, was only observed in the Melanesian, the two Neanderthal, and the South Asian Punjabi 625 

genomes (allele counts = 14/32, 4/4, and 1/76, respectively). As an independent data set, we 626 

computationally genotyped 35 Papuans from Vernot et al. (23) and estimated a compatible frequency of 627 

0.457 for the deletion allele. To further validate the DELMEL-NDL variant, we designed a PCR assay and 628 

tested 16 randomly selected DNA samples from blood-derived materials, as well as three Melanesian 629 
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fibroblast derived cell lines (Methods), and confirmed the presence of the deletion allele in eight out of 630 

the 16 blood-derived DNA samples (Figure S56) and one of the three cell lines (Table S12). 631 

 To assess the temporal and spatial frequency distributions for both DELMEL-NDL and DUP10D, we 632 

used two additional large data sets from the Great Ape Project (GAP) (28) and the 1000 Genomes Project 633 

(1KG, Phase 3). Among the GAP genomes, while the absence of the DELMEL-NDL indicates that this 634 

deletion variant is likely derived, we found evidence for the presence of the DUP10D variant in all of the 635 

GAP genomes (Figures S53, S55C), suggesting that the duplication allele is ancestral to great apes. The 636 

DUP10D variant segregates at low frequencies across the 1KG populations (<0.025) but is completely 637 

absent in the European populations (Figure S57). On the other hand, 64 out of the 2,504 samples from all 638 

five continents show a reduced level of sequence coverage at the DELMEL-NDL locus (CN estimates < 1.5; 639 

Figure S57; Table S17). We performed two orthogonal approaches to examine the presence or absence 640 

of the deletion variant in other populations. First, we identified seven tag SNVs that are in nearly 641 

complete linkage with the DELMEL-NDL variant in the SGDP samples (r2 > 0.9 and D' > 0.9; Table S18) 642 

and used them as surrogates to understand the geographic allele frequency distributions of the deletion 643 

variant in the 1KG samples. In all seven cases, the deletion tag alleles were only found in South Asian 644 

populations, but at low frequencies (<0.07; Figures 5A, S66). In a low-coverage Neanderthal genome, 645 

Mezmaiskaya1 (24), the deletion tag alleles are fixed in all three of seven sites where it has sequence 646 

coverage, suggesting that Mezmaiskaya1 is homozygous for the deletion variant (Table S18). Similarly, 647 

our PCR experiment results also confirm that DELMEL-NDL is geographically restricted to the South Asian 648 

populations at low frequencies (<0.068; Table S17).  649 

The observation of DELMEL-NDL in both Neanderthals and non-African populations as well as the 650 

significant archaic introgression signal (p-value of fD = 0.003, p-value of S* = 0.043; Figure S67) suggest 651 

that the sharing is likely a result of archaic introgression. We noted that the introgression signal around 652 

DELMEL-NDL became insignificant when we used the Denisovan genome as the archaic reference in the fD 653 

analysis (p-value=0.06; Figure S68). To further investigate this hypothesis, we analyzed genetic variation 654 

patterns of the unique sequence of 18,500 bp at the telomeric side of TNFRSF10D that spans the locus of 655 

DELMEL-NDL (chr8:22,972,880-22,991,380). Phasing 56 SNVs in this region, along with the two bi-allelic 656 

CNVs for all SGDP samples, we found that the 15 DELMEL-NDL linked haplotypes in SGDP samples are 657 

more closely related to the Neanderthal haplotypes than any other samples (Figure S69). Interestingly, all 658 

14 Melanesian DELMEL-NDL haplotypes are almost identical and equally distant to the four Neanderthal 659 

haplotypes. 660 

Both the maximum likelihood estimated phylogenetic tree (log likelihood = -21578; Figure 661 

S70A) and haplotype network (Figure 5B) analyses show that all DELMEL-NDL haplotypes form a 662 

monophyletic clade, suggesting a common ancestry of these haplotypes. We estimated that the time to 663 
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TMRCA for all modern and archaic sample haplotypes is 601 kya (95% C.I.: 430–853 kya) and is 664 

consistent with the divergence between modern humans and Neanderthal/Denisovan (24, 26). We 665 

estimated that TMRCA of the Neanderthal and Melanesian DELMEL-NDL haplotypes is 40 kya (95% C.I.: 666 

0–122 kya) and that of all 19 DELMEL-NDL haplotypes in SGDP is 120 kya (95% C.I.: 0–241 kya). The 667 

much younger TMRCA of these DELMEL-NDL haplotypes than the Neanderthal-modern human divergence 668 

provides evidence for that the sharing of the DELMEL-NDL-linked haplotypes between the two species was a 669 

result of recent gene flow, as opposed to ILS. Moreover, under a model of ILS and reasonable 670 

demographic parameters we estimated that the probability of sharing a sequence of 18.5 kbp between 671 

modern humans and Neanderthals is highly unlikely (p-value  0.04; Methods). Finally, we hypothesized 672 

that the observed high frequency and homogeneity of the deletion haplotype in Melanesians is likely due 673 

to ongoing positive selection. Using the deletion variant as a surrogate for the haplotype, we performed a 674 

test that controls demography by comparing the observed PBS value of the deletion allele with a 675 

parametric PBS distribution, generated using SNVs from our coalescent simulations. To control the age of 676 

the variant, we required the derived allele frequency of simulated SNVs be within 30% of the frequency 677 

of the DELMEL-NDL deletion allele among the simulated Melanesian chromosomes (i.e., 0.306–0.568; 678 

7,850 SNVs for MEL). Compared with the parametric distribution of PBS, the observed PBS value of the 679 

DELMEL-NDL deletion allele is significantly high (PBS=0.933, p-value=0.0082; Figure 5C). Together, our 680 

results are consistent with patterns expected under genetic introgression of DELMEL-NDL haplotypes 681 

between the ancestors of non-Africans and Neanderthals and suggest that the unusually high frequency of 682 

this introgressed haplotype in Melanesians is likely a result of ongoing positive selection.  683 

To understand the evolution of TNFRSF10D in primates, we generated high-quality sequences 684 

using BAC libraries of three nonhuman great ape lineages, including chimpanzee, gorilla, and orangutan, 685 

as well as an Old World rhesus macaque monkey (Methods). Sequence comparisons between human 686 

reference (GRCh37) and nonhuman primate BAC sequences revealed the same tandem organization of 687 

the duplication TNFRSF10D1 of 30,394 bp and TNFRSF10D2 of 33,022 bp in all nonhuman primate 688 

samples, which is not represented in the human reference (Figures 4C, S60). Because of the absence of 689 

duplication signals in most of modern human samples, these observations suggest that the haplotype of a 690 

single TNFRSF10D copy found in most humans is the derived form. We also tested the tandem 691 

organization of the duplications in Melanesians using interphase FISH experiments for three fibroblast 692 

cell lines. Indeed, our results showed that the tandem duplications are present in all two of the three cell 693 

lines (Table S12). 694 

We inferred the breakpoints of the duplication using two complementary approaches. First, we 695 

mapped the reads of the SGDP samples to a high-quality chimpanzee assembly (53) and performed read-696 

depth profiling for each sample across the DUP10D region in chimpanzee. We identified a clear depletion 697 
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of read coverage in CN2 SGDP samples within the tandem duplication locus, of which about two-thirds 698 

of TNFRSF10D1 (~18,400 bp, 000025F_1_22350596_quiver_pilon:20,763,000-20,781,405) and one-699 

third of TNFRSF10D2 (~11,900 bp, 000025F_1_22350596_quiver_pilon:20,751,031-20,762,948) 700 

sequences were seemingly deleted (Figure S60). As the second approach, we created a multiple sequence 701 

alignment using the homologous sequences of TNFRSF10D from the human reference and a chimpanzee 702 

BAC assembly (Methods). We found the most likely breakpoint at a region of 82 bp (chr8:23,003,123-703 

23,003,255, GRCh37), partially overlapping the 5th intron and exon of TNFRSF10D in GRCh37, using a 704 

hidden Markov model (Methods). The top two best matches of the 82 bp sequences on the chimpanzee 705 

sequences were mapped to the two ends where the drop of read depth occurs (Figure S59).  706 

We performed Bayesian phylogenetic analyses using the homologous sequences of the human 707 

reference (GRCh37) TNFRSF10D1 and TNFRSF10D2, separately, from four primate lineages (Figure 708 

S60; Methods). We noticed an increase in high sequence identity between most of the rear portion of the 709 

DUP10D sequences in orangutan (Figure S60B), a pattern consistent with interlocus gene conversion, 710 

which may obscure the true phylogenetic signals. Manually removing this and other low-quality 711 

alignment regions resulted in alignments of 3,934 and 4,215 bp for TNFRSF10D1 and TNFRSF10D2, 712 

respectively. We performed two phylogenetic inferences, of which the human TNFRSF10D1 and 713 

TNFRSF10D2 sequences were used separately due to the lack of homology between the two sequences. 714 

The two phylogenies that we inferred are largely consistent to each other (Figure S60) and show at least 715 

two independent duplication events of TNFRSF10D in the evolution of primates: one in the lineage 716 

leading to the Old World rhesus macaque monkey and the other at 27.55 Mya (95% highest posterior 717 

density: 19.88–36.14), about the divergence between Old World monkeys and apes at 25–30 Mya. We 718 

noted a gene tree–species tree discordance among human, chimpanzee, and gorilla on the phylogeny 719 

using the human TNFRSF10D2 data, likely due to ILS. 720 

We determined gene expression and annotation for different copies of TNFRSF10D using full-721 

length transcripts from Melanesian (GM10541, CN3), European (GM12878, CN2), and chimpanzee 722 

(PanTro, CN4) fibroblast cell line samples (29) (Methods). Complete transcripts, originated from full-723 

length cDNA molecules, were generated following a framework based on long-read PacBio sequencing 724 

technology and mapped to the human reference assembly (ENST00000312584) (52) (Methods). Because 725 

the human reference TNFRSF10D is a product of gene fusion between TNFRSF10D1 and TNFRSF10D2, 726 

to classify transcripts we leveraged the patterns of single-nucleotide mismatches in individual transcript 727 

alignments against the human reference copy. In the chimpanzee sample, our analyses reveal two types of 728 

transcripts corresponding to six and nine exons in TNFRSF10D1 and TNFRSF10D2, respectively 729 

(Figures S61-S62). In addition, the Melanesian CN3 sample carries all three types of transcripts, while 730 

the European CN2 sample only possesses the fusion hybrid gene copy as expected (Figure S61). 731 
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Interestingly, while all TNFRSF10D1 transcripts we examined carry a premature stop codon in exon 2, 732 

which truncates the protein after 59 amino acids, a 217 amino acid protein is likely translated in a 733 

different frame using a second start codon, upstream to the premature stop codon in exon 2 (Figure S62). 734 

In contrast, TNFRSF10D2 transcripts maintain an ORF with all nine exons consistent with the annotation 735 

in the human reference assembly. Note that the common human fusion hybrid gene effectively deletes the 736 

TNFRSF10D1 premature stop codon (Figure S62), thus restoring the ORF. To assess if positive selection 737 

has acted on protein-coding sequences across any of these TNFRSF10D lineages, we computed dN/dS 738 

ratios for the ORF sequences of the six common transcripts from the three cell line samples and two 739 

pseudo-transcripts extracted from rhesus macaque BAC sequences (Methods). Pairwise dN/dS 740 

comparisons among these protein-coding sequences indicate significant large dN/dS ratios for the 741 

TNFRSF10D1 lineages, suggesting an excess of nonsynonymous changes observed within these lineages 742 

(Figure S63). We used a phylogenetic branch model of positive selection (43) and found that the inferred 743 

dN/dS ratios are significantly greater than 1 at the clade of TNFRSF10D1 lineages (p = 0.017; Figures 744 

S64-S65), but not at any other clades, suggesting adaptive protein evolution acting on the clade of 745 

TNFRSF10D1 lineages. In addition, using a branch-site test (43), we find evidence of positive selection 746 

for both the fusion gene and the TNFRSF10D1 copy on the human lineage and more broadly for both D1 747 

and D2 in other nonhuman apes (p = 0.005; Figures 4D, S64). Specifically, we identify a cluster of 748 

positively selected sites corresponding to the predicted transmembrane domain of the genes (Figures 4D, 749 

S64).  750 

 751 

Supporting evidence for selection signals at known CNV loci in Melanesians 752 

Here we provided a detailed discussion for four of the Melanesian candidate CNV loci that are in close 753 

proximity to known selected copy number variable regions in other populations. The deletion variant at 754 

the APOBEC3 gene cluster (Figure S15) is commonly found among human populations (frequency of 755 

22.5%), especially in Oceanian populations (92.9%) (32). Because the putative deletion boundaries that 756 

we inferred (chr22:39,388,950-39,483,917) overlap with SDs, which confound copy numbers estimated 757 

using read-depth-based whole-genome shotgun sequencing detection (WSSD), we utilized a SUNK 758 

genotyping method to infer paralog-specific copy number (54). Consistent with the previous studies, we 759 

estimated that 24.5% of the SGDP haplotypes (122 out of 498 haplotypes) carry this variant (Figure 760 

S15). While the deletion allele is highly variable in frequency among the SGDP samples and observed in 761 

nonhuman great apes, it is fixed only in the Melanesian samples (Figure S16, left panel). Here we 762 

provided evidence for significant signals of positive selection (parametric p-value of the PBS test < 0.017, 763 

blue dots in Figure S17) at the unique (CN = 2) sequences of the flanking regions around the deletion 764 

variant (chr22:39,340,000-39,450,000), although we did not observe any highly differentiate SNVs that 765 
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are potentially functional in Melanesians. To investigate the haplotype pattern around this candidate 766 

locus, we phased 266 SNVs along with the deletion variants from the flanking sequences in Melanesians 767 

and other populations (Figure S17). Haplotypes were further grouped using nine SNVs with PBS > 0.5 768 

and classified into haplogroups according to the pairwise mutation distances and the deletion status 769 

(Methods). The deletion-linked haplogroup is nearly absent in sub-Saharan Africans and found mostly in 770 

low (4%, EUR) to intermediate (40%, AMR) frequencies in other non-Africans, suggesting a recent 771 

origin of this haplotype (Figures S17-S19). Strikingly, we found that Melanesians carry a single deletion-772 

linked haplogroup with extended homozygosity (Figures S17, S19), in accordance with the hypothesis of 773 

selective sweep.  774 

 The highly stratified multi-allelic CNV at the alpha-defensin (DEFA) gene family 775 

(chr8:6,839,960-6,878,169; Figure S20) locates at the telomeric side of the chromosome 8p23.1 region, 776 

one of the most structurally dynamic regions in the human genome, where recurrent rearrangements, 777 

including microdeletions, interchromosomal transpositions, and inversions, have occurred over primate 778 

evolution and have been associated with disease (36, 80). Our selection candidate of CNV overlaps with a 779 

known SD pair, each encompassing the DEFA1-T1 subfamily (CNPDEFA1-T1), and thus CNPDEFA1-T1 has a 780 

diploid copy number four in the human reference genome (Figure S20). There is a great variability in 781 

copy number from 3 to 18 copies for CNPDEFA1-T1 across SGDP and nonhuman primate samples (Figures 782 

S20-S21). Interestingly, we observed Melanesians are less variable in copy number, and 87.5% of the 783 

samples carry more than eight copies of CNPDEFA1-T1 (Figures S20-S21). Applying both metaphase and 784 

interphase FISH experiments to three Melanesian cell lines (Methods), we determined all the three 785 

samples have the direct orientation of 8p23.1 and the tandem organization of CNPDEFA1-T1 duplications 786 

(Figure S22). Our selection test using the PBS statistic provided evidence for positive selection at the 787 

sequences flanking the SD region (p-value < 0.035, chr8:6,819,244-6,921,178; Figure S23). Haplotype 788 

analysis using 855 SNVs from the selection candidate region reveals that most Melanesian samples carry 789 

Haplogroup2 haplotypes (94%; Figures S24-S25), which are completely absent from sub-Saharan 790 

African samples and observed at low (7%, SIB) to intermediate (23%, ME) frequencies in the rest of non-791 

African populations. The high frequency Haplogroup2 haplotypes in Melanesians also show a slow decay 792 

of homozygosity, a pattern expected under positive selection acting at this locus (Figures S23, S25).  793 

 Another selective CNV candidate we identified in Melanesians is at the chromosome 17q21.31 794 

locus (chr17:44,170,850-45,157,111; Figure S26), one of the most dynamic and complex regions in the 795 

human genome. Previous studies reported both direct and inverted haplotypes and three large copy 796 

number polymorphic duplications (CNP155, CNP205, and CNP210; Figure S26) at this locus and 797 

showed associations of inverted form with the 17q21.31 microdeletion syndrome (37, 38). Analyses of 798 

pairwise WSSD-based copy number estimates showed that all human populations are highly variable in 799 
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the copy number configuration for the three large SDs, except the Melanesians, of which 94% of the 800 

samples have diploid copy number two for all three variants (Figure S26). To further investigate the copy 801 

number configuration of these CNVs, we applied the SUNK-based genotyping (Methods) to all SGDP 802 

samples and nonhuman great apes. We found that the observed high copies of CNP210 variants are likely 803 

a result of duplication events for CNP210-dup1, not CNP210-dup2 (Figures S26-S27). Furthermore, our 804 

analysis suggests that 97% of Melanesian haplotypes carry a single copy for both CNP210-dup2 and 805 

CNP155/CNP205, but no CNP210-dup1 sequences (Figures S26-S27). The frequencies of this haplotype 806 

vary from 11.7% (EUR) to 36.3% (SIB) across SGDP populations as well as archaic and nonhuman great 807 

ape samples (Figure S27). Using FISH experiments, we confirmed that all three Melanesian cell lines 808 

carry the direct haplotype, with GM10541 and GM10543 carrying only one copy of CNP210 on both 809 

chromosomes (homozygous H1.1/ H1.1; nomenclature follows Steinberg et al. 2012 (37)) and GM10539 810 

carrying one copy of the CNP210 duplication on one chromosome and two copies on the other 811 

chromosome (heterozygous H1.1/H1.2) (Figure S28). We detected signals of positive selection at the 812 

flanking sequences of the distal side of CNP210-dup2 region (PBS p-value < 0.02, chr17:44,784,657-813 

44,854,722; Figure S29). Haplotype analysis using 367 SNVs from this region showed that one of the 814 

common haplogroups, Haplogroup2, while is common in most non-Africans, particularly in ME (70%), 815 

EUR (75%), and SA (80%), is almost fixed in Melanesians (97%) (Figure S30). In addition, we also 816 

observed significantly negative Tajima’s D (< 2.14, p-value = 0.007), low nucleotide diversity ( < 4.3  817 

10-5, p-value = 0.042), and EHH across this region, patterns as expected under positive selection (Figures 818 

S31-S32). Together, these lines of evidence suggest selection acting on the high frequency Haplogroup2 819 

in Melanesians. 820 

One of the most significant signals for selection in Melanesians locates at chromosome 14q24 (p-821 

value for the PBS test < 0.001), expanding ~510 kbp sequences (chr14:73,730,000-74,240,000, Figure 822 

S11). At this region, a CNV, CNPACOT1-2 (chr14:73,999,126-74,053,245), is highly differentiated in copy 823 

number between Melanesians and the rest of SGDP populations (Bonferroni’s p-value for the CN 824 

stratification test = 0.027). Because CNPACOT1-2 spans over the SDs encompassing ACOT1 and ACOT2, 825 

we applied the SUNK genotyping method to infer paralog-specific copy numbers underlying the ACOT1 826 

and ACOT2 sequences. In short, SUNK genotyping leverages the presences of fixed sequence differences 827 

that uniquely found in each paralog and thus can infer a more accurate copy number for each paralog 828 

(Methods). The SUNK copy number heat maps for the SGDP samples revealed that the stratification 829 

signal at CNPACOT1-2 is primarily driven by the copy number variation at the ACOT1 locus 830 

(chr14:73,999,126-74,018,293, Pearson’s correlation  = 0.938, p-value < 2.2  10-16, Figure S12), not 831 

the ACOT2 locus (chr14:74,024,364-74,053,245, Pearson’s correlation  = -0.0005, p-value = 0.9931). 832 

We estimated that the frequency of the presence of at least one copy of ACOT1 (SUNK CN > 0) is the 833 
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highest in Melanesians (100%) compared with those of the rest of SGDP populations (2775% samples). 834 

In addition, the fraction of Melanesian samples carrying at least two copies of ACOT1 is 87.5%, a much 835 

higher rate than other SGDP populations (940%), which is consistent with the expectation of positive 836 

selection acting on the ACOT1 locus in Melanesians (Figure S12).  837 

 To further investigate the hypothesis of positive selection acting on ACOT1 in Melanesians, we 838 

phased the 1,460 SNVs spanning the 510 kbp region and constructed haplotypes for all SGDP samples. 839 

We noted that among the four major haplogroups, Haplogroup2 is in high frequency among Melanesians 840 

(72%), but in much lower presence in other populations (0–11%), while Haplogroup1 is the most 841 

common in other populations, including the three archaic samples (Figure S13). Furthermore, under 842 

positive selection, the haplotype that carries the beneficial variant is expected to show EHH (67). We 843 

examined the pattern of haplotype homozygosity in Melanesians using two of the top PBS SNVs 844 

(rs4903119, PBS=2.29; rs8015976, PBS=2.17, Figure S11C) as the core SNVs. At the two sites, 84% of 845 

the Melanesian samples carry the T-G haplotype (T allele at rs4903119, ancestral, frequency=0.92; G 846 

allele at 8015976, derived, frequency=0.84). Figure S11C shows that the T-G haplotype clearly retains 847 

long and high levels of EHH, centered at the CNPACOT1-2 locus. We noted that although a similar EHH 848 

pattern was observed in some of the non-African SGDP populations, most of individuals in those 849 

populations in fact carry a different allele at the core (Figure S14). We noticed that there are also 850 

significant signals of archaic introgression around the CNPACOT1-2 locus in Melanesians regardless the 851 

archaic reference sequence (p-value of fD < 0.023, Figure S11A). Because the haplotypes of the three 852 

archaic genomes belong to Haplogroup1, the selection signal is unlikely confounded by the introgression 853 

signal. 854 

   855 
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 856 

Figure S1. Significantly shared CNVs between archaic Eurasian hominins and non-Africans. Based 857 
on a database of 5,135 CNVs identified using a read-depth approach (54) and genotyped in the SGDP 858 
samples (n=224) (27), nonhuman great apes (n=72) (28), and archaic Eurasian hominins (n=3) (24-26). 859 
Lineage-specific or shared events are defined based on a comparison among species and/or populations as 860 
described in the Methods section. The p-values were based on 100,000 permutation simulations shuffling 861 
the labels of samples. 862 

 863 
 864 

 865 
 866 

Figure S2. Venn diagrams of the 368,256 CNVs identified in SGDP samples using five callers. Note 867 
that only dCGH and Genome STRiP identify multi-allelic CNVs. 868 
 869 
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 870 
Figure S3. Distributions of 19,211 post-filtered CNVs in type and length. (A) The frequencies of 871 
dCGH and non-dCGH called variants, plotted in different CNV categories: mCNV: multi-allelic CNV, 872 
DUP: bi-allelic duplication, and DEL: bi-allelic deletion. (B) The length distributions of dCGH and non-873 
dCGH called CNVs.  874 
 875 
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 876 
 877 
Figure S4. ADMIXTURE analysis. We applied ADMIXTURE to the SGDP samples using the number 878 
of putative ancestral populations, K, between 2 and 10. To ensure the convergence of the estimation, we 879 
performed 20 replicates for each K. Using the default fivefold cross-validation, we inferred the best K = 5 880 
(CV error = 0.14327), corresponding to major populations: sub-Sahara Africans, Native Americans, East 881 
Asians, Sahul Oceanians, and West Eurasians. 882 
 883 
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 884 
 885 
Figure S5. Distributions of statistics for identifying population-stratified CNVs. Statistics are 886 
calculated as described in Materials and Methods to compare focal populations X and all of the rest 887 
SGDP samples, where X = {AFR, AMR, EA, EUR, ME, MEL, SA, SIB}. 888 
 889 
 890 
 891 

 892 
Figure S6. Joint distribution of test statistics for identifying population-stratified CNVs. Panels of 893 
each column show the three tests of copy number (CN) stratification for a focal population vs. the rest of 894 
the SGDP samples, while rows are the results for three different CN categories. Each dot is a CNV, 895 
whose size is determined by the Dmedian statistic. Significantly stratified CNVs, defined as (i) VST > 0.1, (ii) 896 
Bonferroni p-value of the CN differentiation (MWU) test < 0.05, and (iii) Dmedian > 0.5, are colored in 897 
black.  898 
 899 
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 900 
Figure S7. Demographic inferences for Melanesians (MEL), Africans (AFR), and East Asians (EA) 901 
using ∂a∂i (50). The left panel illustrates the best-fit demographic model with asymmetric gene flow 902 
between MEL and EA (top, 15 parameters, log-likelihood: -103386) and the 2nd best-fit model with 903 
symmetric gene flow between the populations (bottom, 14 parameters, log-likelihood: -104590). 904 
Corresponding maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of the two models can be found in 905 
Table S7. The right panel shows observed and predicted frequency spectra for the two best-fit models. 906 
Row one is data, row two (the best-fit model) and four (the 2nd best-fit model) are models, and rows three 907 
and five are Anscombe residuals of model minus data for the best- and 2nd best-fit models, respectively. 908 
The range of Anscombe residuals is set to be [-25, 25] for better illustration. 909 
 910 
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 911 
Figure S8. Demographic schematic for large-scale genomic coalescent simulations. Blue branches 912 
and bold parameters indicate the best demographic model inferred in this study for the African, East 913 
Asian, and Melanesian populations (Figure S7; Table S7). Parameter values of the gray branches were 914 
uniformly drawn from the 95% C.I. reported in previous studies (Table S8). The white gradients 915 
highlight the time scale for those branches are much larger than the others. 916 
 917 
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 918 
Figure S9. Whole-genome simulations accurately capture the local genetic diversity in the real data. 919 
(A) Correlation of per-base 𝜃 (Watterson’s estimator) between windows in real and simulated whole-920 
genome data. Window are defined as in our selection scans (100 SNVs per window). Pearson’s 921 
correlation is 0.860. (B) Manhattan plot for the window-based FST test using a simulation based on one of 922 
the 1,000 models. (C) Manhattan plot for the window-based FST test using the real data (MEL vs. EA). 923 
  924 
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 925 
 926 
Figure S10. Melanesian-stratified CNVs are significantly associated with loci showing signals of 927 
positive selection, but not with those of archaic introgression. P-values were calculated using 10,000 928 
simulations of the 162 stratified CNVs, which consists of 37 selective and 33 introgressed CNV candidate 929 
loci. Simulated CNV loci were generated by randomly shuffling these Melanesian-stratified CNVs across 930 
the unmasked sequences of the genome as defined in the real data (Methods). Red dashed lines are the 931 
observed numbers of candidate CNVs for selection and archaic introgression. 932 
  933 
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 934 
Figure 11. Evidence for positive selection of the multi-allelic CNV locus in ACOT cluster (CNPACOT1-935 
2, chr14:73,999,126-74,053,245) in Melanesians. (A) As in Figure 2A, but for the CNPACOT1-2 locus. 936 
Functional annotation (RefSeq and ENCODE elements) denoted by green symbols. (B) Distribution of 937 
WSSD-based CN estimates of CNPACOT1-2 (between two black vertical arrows) for the eight SGDP 938 
populations and the three archaic samples. (C) The bifurcation diagrams (red: derived allele, blue: 939 
ancestral allele) and EHH (bottom) of Melanesians using 1,460 SNVs from chr14:73,730,000-74,240,000. 940 
Two dashed lines indicate two top PBS SNVs (left: rs4903119, PBS=2.29; right: rs8015976, PBS=2.17) 941 
on each side of the CNPACOT1-2. Ancestral states were polarized according to the human–chimpanzee 942 
alignment. 943 
 944 
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 945 
Figure S12. Copy number distributions for the multi-allelic copy number variant 946 
(chr14:73,999,126-74,053,245, CNPACOT1-2) at the ACOT gene family on chromosome 14q24. Left 947 
panels: copy numbers were estimated using read-depth WSSD for ACOT1 and ACOT2; right panels: 948 
SUNK copy number estimates of the ACOT1 locus. Top panels: copy number heat maps, where each row 949 
represents the copy numbers of a sample over the region. Bottom panels: copy number distributions for 950 
the variant among SGDP and three archaic samples. Pie charts on the x-axis indicate the population 951 
distributions in individual copy numbers (colors corresponding to those in the scatterplots), while each pie 952 
chart on the y-axis shows the frequency distribution of copy numbers for a given population (colors 953 
corresponding to those in the copy number heat maps). 954 
 955 
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 956 
Figure S13. Haplotype pattern in the region showing signals of positive selection at the 510 kbp 957 
flanking sequences of the distal side of CNPACOT1-2 on chromosome 14q24 (chr14:73,730,000-958 
74,240,000; 1,460 SNVs) among the SGDP and three archaic samples. The rows and columns are 959 
haplotypes and SNVs, respectively. Haplogroups were defined using all 1,460 SNVs. Haplogroups were 960 
formed by using 97 SNVs with PBS > 0.5 and grouping haplotypes with five mutations or less. To ease 961 
the complexity of the plot, we only used the first four major haplogroups and grouped the rest into the 962 
category “others” for display. Pie charts are the distribution of haplogroups in individual populations. The 963 
red arrow indicates the position of the first SNV after CNPACOT1-2. 964 
 965 
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 966 
Figure S14. Distribution of haplogroups, bifurcation diagrams, and EHH in individual populations 967 
using 1,460 SNVs from the region showing signatures of positive selection on chromosome 14q24 968 
(chr14:73,730,000-74,240,000). Dashed line indicates one of the SNVs with the largest PBS (rs8015976, 969 
PBS=2.17), whose ancestral state was polarized according to the human–chimpanzee alignment.  970 
 971 
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 972 
 973 
Figure S15. CN distributions for the common deletion variant (region between two black arrows, 974 
chr22:39,388,950-39,483,917) at the APOBEC3 gene cluster on chromosome 22. Copy numbers were 975 
estimated using read-depth WSSD (left panels) and SUNK (right panels) genotyping methods. Top 976 
panels: CN heat maps, where each row represents the copy numbers of a sample over the region. Bottom 977 
panels: CN distributions for the variant among SGDP and three archaic samples. Pie charts on the x-axis 978 
indicate the population distributions in individual copy numbers (colors corresponding to those in the 979 
scatterplots), while each pie chart on the y-axis shows the frequency distribution of copy numbers for a 980 
given population (colors corresponding to those in the CN heat maps). 981 
 982 
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 983 
 984 
Figure S16. WSSD- and SUNK-based CN distributions for the deletion locus (chr22:39,388,950-985 
39,483,917) at the APOBEC3 gene cluster among extant modern humans (SGDP), ancient modern 986 
humans (Stuttgart, Loschbour, and Ust-Ishim), and nonhuman great apes (chimpanzees, gorilla, 987 
and orangutans). Each point is a CN estimate of a sample for the variant. 988 
  989 
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  990 
 991 
Figure S17. Evidence for positive selection of the deletion locus in the APOBEC3 gene cluster 992 
(chr22:39,388,950-39,483,917) among Melanesians. (A) CN heat map around the candidate region and 993 
(B) the distribution of WSSD-based CN estimates for the eight SGDP populations and the three archaic 994 
samples. (C) Significant signals of positive selection at the flanking sequences of the deletion locus in 995 
Melanesians. Top panel: Distributions of PBS (left y-axis), functional annotation (RefSeq and ENCODE 996 
elements; Methods) for all SNVs (dots), and the fD (horizontal bars, representing windows of 100 SNVs). 997 
Colored dots (blue) and horizontal bars (purple) indicate p-value < 0.05. Middle panel: SDs (light orange) 998 
and genes (gray lines: noncoding sequences, black boxes: exons). Bottom panel: CN line plot, where the 999 
trajectory of each line shows the CN variation across the region for a given sample. The two black arrows 1000 
indicate the breakpoints of the deletion. These panels are aligned to the panel A above. (D) The 1001 
bifurcation diagram (top) and EHH (bottom) using 266 SNVs from the flanking sequences of the deletion 1002 
locus (dashed line) showing signals of positive selection (chr22:39,340,000-39,450,000) in Melanesians. 1003 
Note that none of the Melanesian samples carry non-deletion versions of haplotypes (see Figures S18-1004 
S19 for comparison among populations). 1005 
 1006 
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 1007 
Figure S18. Haplotype pattern in the region shows signals of positive selection at the flanking 1008 
sequences of the APOBEC3 deletion (chr22:39,340,000-39,450,000; 266 SNVs) among the SGDP and 1009 
three archaic samples. The rows and columns are haplotypes and SNVs, respectively. The red carrot 1010 
indicates the position of the deletion. Haplogroups were defined using nine SNVs with PBS > 0.5, 1011 
including the deletion locus. Haplogroups were formed by first grouping haplotypes with five mutations 1012 
or less, followed by the status of the deletion locus. Pie charts are the distribution of haplogroups in 1013 
individual populations. 1014 
 1015 
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 1016 
 1017 
Figure S19. Distribution of haplogroups, bifurcation diagrams, and EHH in individual populations 1018 
using 266 SNVs from the region showing signatures of positive selection (chr22:39,340,000-1019 
39,450,000) around the deletion at the APOBEC3 gene cluster. Dashed line indicates the location of 1020 
the APOBEC3 deletion locus. Haplogroups were defined as described in Figure S13. 1021 
 1022 
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 1023 
 1024 
Figure S20. CN distributions for the multi-allelic CNV (chr8:6,839,960-6,878,169, CNPDEFA1-T1) at 1025 
the DEFA gene cluster on chromosome 8. Copy numbers were estimated using read-depth WSSD (left 1026 
panels) and SUNK (right panels) genotyping methods. Top panels: CN heat maps, where each row 1027 
represents the copy numbers of a sample over the region. Bottom panels: CN distributions for the variant 1028 
among SGDP and three archaic samples. Pie charts on the x-axis indicate the population distributions in 1029 
individual copy numbers (colors corresponding to those in the scatterplots), while each pie chart on the y-1030 
axis shows the frequency distribution of copy numbers for a given population (colors corresponding to 1031 
those in the CN heat maps). 1032 
 1033 
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 1034 
Figure S21. WSSD- and SUNK-based CN distributions for the multi-allelic CNV locus (CNPDEFA1-1035 
T1; Figure S20) at the DEFA gene cluster among extant modern humans (SGDP), ancient modern 1036 
humans (Stuttgart, Loschbour, and Ust-Ishim), and nonhuman great apes (chimpanzees, gorilla, 1037 
and orangutans). Each point is a CN estimate of a sample for the variant. 1038 
  1039 
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 1040 
Figure S22. Metaphase (A) and interphase (B) FISH experiments for three Melanesian cell lines 1041 
reveal the direct orientation of chromosome 8p23.1 and the tandem organization of the CNPDEFA1-T1 1042 
duplications, respectively. (A) The order of the two fosmid clones, WIBR2-458I13 (red) and WIBR2-1043 
3153D17 (green), shows that all three individuals are in direct orientation for the 8p23.1 locus as 1044 
represented in human reference genome (GRCh37). (B) The probe, WIBR2-2984I16 (chr8:6983382-1045 
7003217, red), queries the sequences at the junction of the two CNPDEFA1-T1 segments. 1046 
 1047 
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 1048 
Figure S23. Evidence for positive selection of the multi-allelic CNV locus in the DEFA gene cluster 1049 
(CNPDEFA1-T1, chr8:6,839,960-6,878,169) in Melanesians. (A) CN heat map around the candidate region 1050 
and (B) the distribution of WSSD-based CN estimates for the eight SGDP populations and the three 1051 
archaic samples. (C) Significant signals of positive selection at the flanking sequences of the candidate 1052 
locus in Melanesians. Top panel: Distributions of PBS (left y-axis), functional annotation (RefSeq and 1053 
ENCODE elements; Methods) for all SNVs (dots), and the fD (horizontal bars, representing windows of 1054 
100 SNVs). Colored dots (blue) and horizontal bars (purple) indicate p-value < 0.05. Middle panel: SDs 1055 
(light orange) and genes (gray lines: noncoding sequences, black boxes: exons); Bottom panel: CN line 1056 
plot, where the trajectory of each line shows the CN variation across the region for a given sample. These 1057 
panels are aligned to panel A above. (D) The bifurcation diagram (top) and EHH (bottom) using 855 1058 
SNVs from the flanking sequences of the candidate CNV locus showing signals of positive selection 1059 
(chr8:6,819,244-6,921,178) in Melanesians. Dashed line indicates one of the SNVs of the largest PBS 1060 
values (chr8:6,896,688, PBS=1.5), whose ancestral state was polarized according to the human–1061 
chimpanzee alignment. 1062 
 1063 
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 1064 
Figure S24. Haplotype pattern in the region showing signals of positive selection at the flanking 1065 
sequences of the multi-allelic CNV within DEFA gene cluster (chr8:6,839,960-6,878,169; 855 SNVs) 1066 
among the SGDP and three archaic samples. The rows and columns are haplotypes and SNVs, 1067 
respectively. The red carrot indicates the position of the first SNV after the CNV locus. Haplogroups were 1068 
defined using 36 SNVs with PBS > 0.5. Haplogroups were formed by grouping haplotypes with five 1069 
mutations or less. To ease the complexity of the plot, we only used the first four major haplogroups (>23 1070 
haplotypes per group) and grouped the rest into the category “others” for display. Pie charts are the 1071 
distribution of haplogroups in individual populations. 1072 
 1073 
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 1074 
Figure S25. Distribution of haplogroups, bifurcation diagrams, and EHH in individual populations 1075 
using 855 SNVs from the region showing signatures of positive selection (chr8:6,839,960-6,878,169) 1076 
around the multi-allelic CNV locus at the DEFA gene cluster. Dashed line indicates one of the SNVs 1077 
with the largest PBS (chr8:6,896,688, PBS=1.5), whose ancestral state was polarized according to the 1078 
human–chimpanzee alignment. 1079 
 1080 
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 1081 
 1082 
Figure S26. CN distributions for the three large CN polymorphic duplications (CNP155, CNP205, 1083 
CNP210-dup1, and CNP210-dup2) at the chromosomal 17q21.31 locus. Copy numbers were 1084 
estimated using read-depth WSSD (left panels) and SUNK (right panels) genotyping methods. Top 1085 
panels: CN heat maps, where each row represents the copy numbers of a sample over the region. Bottom 1086 
panels: Pairwise distributions of CN estimates for the three CN polymorphic loci among the SGDP and 1087 
three archaic samples. Colors of dots represent individual populations, and regression lines for individual 1088 
populations were shown. Pie charts on both axes indicate the population distributions in individual copy 1089 
numbers (colors corresponding to those in the scatterplots).  1090 
 1091 
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 1092 
 1093 
Figure S27. Pairwise distributions of WSSD- (left panels) and SUNK- (right panels) based CN 1094 
estimates for CNP155, CNP205, CNP210-dup1, and CNP210-dup2 (Figure S21) among SGDP and 1095 
nonhuman great ape samples. Colors of dots represent individual populations, and regression lines for 1096 
individual populations were shown. 1097 
 1098 
 1099 
 1100 

 1101 
 1102 
Figure S28. FISH experiments for the chromosome 17q21.31 locus using three Melanesian cell lines. 1103 
All three individuals carry the direct haplotype, with GM10541 and GM10543 carrying only one copy of 1104 
the CNP210 (WIBR2-1321L07, red) on both chromosomes (homozygous H1.1/ H1.1); GM10539 is 1105 
heterozygous with one copy of the CNP210 on one chromosome and two copies on the other chromosome 1106 
(heterozygous H1.1/H1.2). 1107 
 1108 
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 1109 
 1110 
Figure S29. Evidence for positive selection at the chromosomal 17q21.31 locus in Melanesians. 1111 
(A) CN heat map around the candidate region and (B) the distribution of WSSD-based CN estimates for 1112 
the eight SGDP populations and the three archaic samples. (C) Significant signals of positive selection at 1113 
the flanking sequences of the candidate locus in Melanesians. Top panel: Distributions of PBS (left y-1114 
axis), functional annotation (RefSeq and ENCODE elements; Methods) for all SNVs (dots), and the fD 1115 
(horizontal bars, representing windows of 100 SNVs). Colored dots (blue) and horizontal bars (purple) 1116 
indicate p-value < 0.05. Middle panel: SDs (light orange) and genes (gray lines: noncoding sequences, 1117 
black boxes: exons); Bottom panel: CN line plot, where the trajectory of each line shows the CN variation 1118 
across the region for a given sample. These panels are aligned to panel A above. (D) The bifurcation 1119 
diagram (top) and EHH (bottom) using 367 SNVs from the flanking sequences flanking the distal side of 1120 
the CNP210-dup2 showing signals of positive selection (chr17:44,784,657-44,854,722) in Melanesians. 1121 
Dashed line indicates one of the SNVs of the largest PBS values (chr8:44,800,046, PBS=0.94), whose 1122 
ancestral state was polarized according to the human–chimpanzee alignment. 1123 
 1124 
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 1125 
Figure S30. Haplotype pattern in the region showing signals of positive selection at the flanking 1126 
sequences of the distal side of CNP210-dup2 on chromosome 17q21.31 (chr17:44,784,657-1127 
44,854,722; 367 SNVs) among the SGDP and three archaic samples. The rows and columns are 1128 
haplotypes and SNVs, respectively. Haplogroups were defined using 24 SNVs with PBS > 0.5. 1129 
Haplogroups were formed by grouping haplotypes with five mutations or less. To ease the complexity of 1130 
the plot, we only used the first two major haplogroups and grouped the rest into the category “others” for 1131 
display. Pie charts are the distribution of haplogroups in individual populations. The red carrot indicates 1132 
the position of the SNV with largest PBS value at this region (chr8:44,800,046, PBS=0.94). 1133 
 1134 
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 1135 
Figure S31. Distribution of haplogroups, bifurcation diagrams, and EHH in individual populations 1136 
using 367 SNVs from the region showing signatures of positive selection on chromosome 17q21.31 1137 
(chr17:44,784,657-44,854,722; 367 SNVs). Dashed line indicates one of the SNVs with the largest PBS 1138 
(chr8:44,800,046, PBS=0.94), whose ancestral state was polarized according to the human–chimpanzee 1139 
alignment. 1140 
 1141 
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 1142 
Figure S32. Test statistics for searching signatures of archaic introgression (fD) and selection (PBS, 1143 
Tajima’s D, and pi) at the chromosome 17q21.31 locus in Melanesians. Note that all statistics were 1144 
calculated using windows of 100 SNVs across the region. For comparison, statistics using AFR and EA 1145 
samples were also plotted for both Tajima’s D and pi. Light green shaded rectangle indicates the flanking 1146 
region of the distal side of CNP210-dup2. 1147 
 1148 
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 1149 
Figure S33. PCR validation of additional three adaptive CNV candidates for one cell line and seven 1150 
blood-derived Melanesian DNA samples. For these CNVs, in the SGDP samples, one is the deletion 1151 
variant (top panel) and two are multi-allelic CNVs (bottom two panels). Relevant selection statistics are 1152 
reported in Supplementary Table S9. Note that most of Melanesian samples in the SGDP panel carry 1153 
deletion alleles in all three loci, and thus our PCR experiments were designed so that PCR products are 1154 
observed only if the deletion alleles are present. Ladder is at 2000 bp, 800 bp, 400 bp, 200 bp, and 100 bp. 1155 
These PCR assays show 721, 519, and 438 bp products that is produced when the deletion alleles are 1156 
present. Primers used in these assays are listed in Supplementary Table S21. The table at the bottom 1157 
summarizes the results of our experiments. In all three cases, we confirm the presences of the deletion 1158 
alleles in the cell line samples and several blood-derived DNA samples.  1159 
 1160 
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 1161 
Figure S34. Melanesian–Denisovan-specific duplication at chromosome 16p12.2. Top: CN heat map 1162 
for the chromosome 16p12.2 locus. Red dashed boxes indicate the 225 kbp Melanesian–Denisovan-1163 
specific duplication. Middle: The PBS (population branch statistic, left y-axis) for SNVs (dots) and fD 1164 
(horizontal lines, representing windows of 100 SNVs, computed using Denisovan (DNS) as the archaic 1165 
reference, right axis) at DUP16p12. Colored dots (blue) and/or horizontal lines (purple) indicate significant 1166 
test statistics (p < 0.05). Bottom: CN line plot where the trajectory of each line shows CN variation for a 1167 
given sample. 1168 
 1169 
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 1170 
 1171 
Figure S35. Miropeats analysis indicates genomic misassembly and misorientation at chromosome 1172 
16p12.2 in human reference (GRCh37 and GRCh38). The patch contig (KV880768.1) was 1173 
downloaded from NCBI (BioProject: PRJNA31257). Colored boxes are annotated human SDs and lines 1174 
connecting the sequences show regions of homology. Red lines and light green dashed box indicate 1175 
misassembled regions for 16p12.2 in the human reference.  1176 
 1177 
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 1178 
Figure S36. Evidence for Denisovan introgression at chromosome 16p12.2 duplication locus in 1179 
Melanesians. (A) CN heat map around the candidate region (DUP16p12, chr16:22,710,041-22,783,558, 1180 
GRCh37) and (B) the distribution of WSSD-based CN estimates for the eight SGDP populations and the 1181 
three archaic samples. (C and D) Significant signals of Denisovan introgression in the region shown in 1182 
(A). Top panel: distributions of PBS (left y-axis), functional annotation (RefSeq and ENCODE elements; 1183 
Methods) for all SNVs (dots), the fD (horizontal bars, representing windows of 100 SNVs). Colored dots 1184 
(blue) and horizontal bars (purple) indicate p-value < 0.05. Middle panel: genes (gray lines: noncoding 1185 
sequences, black boxes: exons); bottom panel: the CN line plot, where the trajectory of each line shows 1186 
the CN variation for a given sample across the region. These panels are aligned to subplot A. Note that 1187 
introgression signals disappear when Neanderthals were used as the archaic reference in the fD 1188 
computation. 1189 
 1190 
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 1191 
Figure S37. Elevated Tajima’s D values at the Melanesian–Denisovan-specific duplication at 1192 
chromosome 16p12.2 (GRCh37). Note that all statistics were calculated using windows of 100 SNVs 1193 
across the region. For comparisons, statistics using AFR and EA samples were also plotted for both 1194 
Tajima’s D and pi. Purple shaded area indicates the region of interest. 1195 
 1196 
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 1197 
 1198 
Figure S38. Testing for the presence of the chromosome 16p12.2 duplication in Melanesian cell 1199 
lines. The browser track shows the location of the selected fosmid probes (Table S13) with colors 1200 
corresponding to those in the FISH images on the right. See Figure S34 for the detailed legends for the 1201 
left panel. Right panel: FISH images show the presence or absence of an extra copy of the red fosmid 1202 
clone (174222_ABC10_2_1_000044550500_M3; Table S13), which represents the DUP16p12 sequence, 1203 
in three cell lines (GM12878, GM10541, and GM10543). Details of the experiments can be found at the 1204 
Materials and Methods section. 1205 
  1206 
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(C) 1209 

 1210 
Figure S39. Identification of the putative integration site for the Melanesian–Denisovan-specific 1211 
duplication using a series of FISH probes tiled along the short arm of chromosome 16. (A) FISH test 1212 
to place the duplicated copy using GM10541 (CN3). Using a distal fosmid clone (ABC10-45518900-H3, 1213 
blue), we see the duplicated copy land in a proximal location compared to the green BAC (RP11-1214 
468O12). (B) FISH test with an adjacent fosmid (ABC10-45547500-C16, blue) and more proximal BAC 1215 
(RP11-23K21, green) shows the extra red copy mapping proximal to the BAC. (C) FISH test with two 1216 
fosmids within the 16p11.2 region (ABC10-44688200-G16, green and ABC10-43626100-E12, blue) 1217 
shows the duplicated red fosmid mapping within these two fosmid probes, indicating the location of the 1218 
duplication.  1219 
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 1221 
Figure S40. Link-plot between chromosome 16p12.2 and 16p11.2 using pseudo mate-pair reads 1222 
constructed from long-read data. 75X long-read PacBio data of the chromosome 16p12.2 locus were 1223 
generated for a Melanesian sample (HGDP00550), who is homozygous for the DUP16p12 duplication 1224 
variant. Top: We selected reads extending over duplication segment junctions, constructed mate-pair 1225 
reads by slicing individual reads using a window of 5 kbp with a step size of 1 kbp, and mapped these 1226 
pseudo mate-pair reads using BWA-MEM in default settings. Bottom: Each arch line represents the link 1227 
between a mate-pair and its color indicate to which the duplication segment in 16p12.2, its mate, mapped. 1228 
Contigs at the putative integration site on chromosome 16p11.2 were assembled using Canu and reads 1229 
showing links between 16p12.2 and 16p11.2. Note that the contig DupC'Contig can be mapped to two 1230 
locations (DupC'Contig_mapPos1 and DupC'Contig_mapPos2) within complex SDs in 16p11.2. 1231 
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 1232 
 1233 
Figure S41. Miropeats analysis of two sequence-resolved BAC haplotypes for DUP16p12 against the 1234 
five source sequences at the ancestral locus at 16p12.2 (GRCh37) as defined in (9). Our analysis 1235 
confirms the predicted duplication structure (arrows, top panel) proposed in (9). BAC sequences for 1236 
DUP16p12 from a Melanesian large-insert BAC library (GM10539) were generated using PacBio long-read 1237 
sequencing technology.  1238 
  1239 
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 1240 
Figure S42. Miropeats analysis of two sequence-resolved DUP16p12 BAC haplotypes against the 1241 
16p12.2 patch contig (KV880768.1) (39). Colored boxes are annotated human SDs and lines connecting 1242 
the sequences show regions of homology. Colored lines indicate regions corresponding to the DUP16p12 1243 
duplication sequence.  1244 
  1245 
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 1246 
Figure S43. Segmental Duplication Assembler (SDA) constructing the Melanesian DUP16p12 contig 1247 
ab initio using the 222 kbp BAC contig as its initial seed. In short, SDA explores and clusters PacBio 1248 
reads that shared the same PSVs and performs local de novo sequence assembly for each cluster of reads. 1249 
The left panel shows the read-depth profiling of the first run of the SDA iterations using the 222 kbp BAC 1250 
haplotype as a seed to extract reads corresponding to the DUP16p12 duplication variant in the PacBio long-1251 
read genome. A contig of 252 kbp was built using reads from group:0 (blue line in the left panel; the red 1252 
cluster on the right panel).  1253 
  1254 
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 1255 
 1256 
Figure S44. Miropeats analysis of two sequence-resolved DUP16p12 BAC haplotypes against the long-1257 
read assembled Melanesian contig by SDA (41). Colored boxes are annotated human SDs and lines 1258 
connecting the sequences show regions of homology. Colored lines indicate regions corresponding to the 1259 
DUP16p12 duplication sequence. The sequence accuracy of the Melanesian SDA contig is 99.86% using 1260 
the 222 kbp BAC haplotype as the baseline. Note that the BAC (GM10539) and the genome 1261 
(HGDP00550) were sequenced from two unrelated Melanesian individuals. 1262 
 1263 
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 1264 
 1265 
Figure S45. Phylogenetic reconstruction of the evolutionary history for DUP16p12. Phylogenetic 1266 
inferences were based on 11 regions sampled along the inserted DUP16p12 sequence at 16p11.2 (black 1267 
boxes) along with homologous sequences from human (n=4), chimpanzee (n=2), and orangutan (n=2) 1268 
BAC sequences for the 16p11.2 locus as well as from the 16p12.2 ancestral locus (KV880768.1). 1269 
Phylogeny was inferred using BEAST (v.2.5.0) and five independent runs of 10 million iterations of 1270 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (Methods). Red branches indicate the lineages corresponding to the 1271 
Melanesian DUP16p12 variant. The numbers within brackets show the 95% highest posterior density 1272 
interval for the divergence (in Mya) between the Melanesian DUP16p12 variant and its closest related 1273 
sequences (Table S15). Overall posterior branch supports are >99% unless otherwise labeled. Note that 1274 
the homologous sequence from the 222 kbp DUP16p12 BAC haplotype 1 were also included in the analysis 1275 
of Region D.  1276 
 1277 
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 1278 
Figure S46. A 1.8 Mbp sequence-resolved Melanesian DUP16p12 contig. Miropeats analysis (top) shows 1279 
a ~383 kbp insertion in the Melanesian contig with respect to the human reference GRCh37. Pairwise 1280 
sequence alignment analysis using a window of 1000 bp and sliding by 100 bp (bottom) show the location 1281 
of the insertion. We inferred the breakpoint of the insertion at chr16:29640235-29640459. 1282 
 1283 
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 1284 
 1285 
Figure S47. Adaptive introgression signals at chromosome 16p11.2, the putative location of the 1286 
Melanesian-specific duplication DUP16p12. (A and B) CN heat map around the chromosome 16p11.2 1287 
region. (C and D) Distributions of significant signals of both selection and archaic introgression, where 1288 
top panels: distributions of PBS (left y-axis), functional annotation (RefSeq and ENCODE elements; 1289 
Methods) for all SNVs (dots), the fD (horizontal bars, representing windows of 100 SNVs). Note that the 1290 
archaic references used in the fD test in C and D are Denisovan (DNS) and Neanderthal (NDL), 1291 
respectively. Colored dots (blue) and horizontal bars (purple) indicate p-value < 0.05. Middle panel: SDs 1292 
(orange) and two fosmid probes (green and blue) used to locate the putative location of the DUP16p12 1293 
(Figure S34); bottom panel: the CN line plot, where the trajectory of each line shows the CN variation 1294 
across the region for a given sample. These panels are aligned to subplots A and B above. Note that 1295 
introgression signals disappear when Neanderthals were used as the archaic reference in the fD 1296 
computation. 1297 
 1298 
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 1299 
 1300 
Figure S48. Evidence for supporting Denisovan introgression of the DUP16p12 duplication 1301 
polymorphism in Melanesians. The Melanesian–Denisovan 16p11.2 haplotypes were based on variants 1302 
from ~9 kbp, where >5 Denisovan reads were confidently aligned at positions between 865,000 and 1303 
927,000 on the assembled Melanesian contig. Eight SNVs were called using FreeBayes (v1.0.2) and 1304 
Illumina short-read data that were confidently mapped to the assembled Melanesian 16p11.2 contig. 1305 
BEAGLE (v4.1) was used to phase the eight SNVs along with a bi-allelic duplication variant for the 1306 
Melanesian–Denisovan DUP16p12 duplication polymorphism. Sequences for the nonhuman great apes 1307 
were based on the mapping of sequences with Denisovan coverage to published assemblies (53). BEAST 1308 
(v2.5.0) was used to infer the phylogeny, the 95% high-probability density for the divergence (brackets), 1309 
and the posterior supports (the numbers above the branches). A plus (+) sign at a given sample ID 1310 
indicates the presence of the DUP16p12 duplication allele.  1311 
 1312 
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 1313 
 1314 
Figure S49. Phylogenetic analyses reveals positively selected amino acid substitutions at the 1315 
Melanesian NPIPB16 lineage. Two Melanesian NPIPB16 FLNC transcripts (GM10539 and GM10541) 1316 
were generated using PacBio IsoSeq technology. A third NPIPB16 transcript was identified based on 1317 
mapping in the assembled Melanesian contig (HGDP00550). Human NPIPB and rhesus macaque 1318 
(XM_015125675.1) gene sequences were downloaded from RefSeq (release 109), while the chimpanzee 1319 
(PanTro) NPIP copy was based on the chimpanzee BAC contigs from (15). Branch site tests of positive 1320 
selection and pairwise dN/dS ratios were computed using PAML (v14.9). Standard errors of pairwise 1321 
dN/dS were calculated using 1,000 bootstrap samples. Significance test of the branch site model was 1322 
based on a chi-squared likelihood ratio test (d.f. = 1) against the null model of neutral evolution. 1323 
Phylogeny of these NPIPB sequences was inferred using BEAST (v2.5.0). Note that the posterior 1324 
probabilities for branch supports are all equal to 1.0, except for those shown.  1325 
 1326 
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 1327 
Figure S50. Cladogram of the NPIPB lineages showing dN and dS values and dN/dS ratios for 1328 
individual branches. The same NPIPB sequences as in Figure S49 were used to estimate the branch-1329 
specific dN/dS, dN, and dS values, shown above each branch, using PAML (v14.9). Orange and blue 1330 
colors indicate if the test of dN/dS ratio 1 is significant (p < 0.05) or not (p  0.05), respectively. A 1331 
significance test of the free dN/dS ratios model was based on a chi-squared likelihood ratio test (d.f. = 1) 1332 
against the null model of neutral evolution (dN/dS = 1). The phylogeny of these NPIPB sequences 1333 
(Figure S49, left panel) was inferred using BEAST (v2.5.0). Note that PAML reports dN/dS = 99 or 999 1334 
for a branch when no synonymous mutation was inferred (dS = 0) along the lineage. 1335 
 1336 
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 1337 
 1338 

Figure S51. A unique peptide sequence structure in NPIPB16 compared with its close relatives 1339 
likely resulted from two indel events involving the same 13 bp repeat motif. (A) dN/dS analysis 1340 
reveals a cluster of amino acid substitutions at position 1236-1284 (alignment space). Codon sequences 1341 
corresponding to the cluster are shown in panels B and C. (B) The hypothesized codon sequences of 1342 
NPIPB16 prior to the two indel events. The highlighted (red) 13 bp repeat motif, GAGCGTCTGCGGG, 1343 
appears in all sequences presented here. (C) The upstream indel (red) causes the NPIPB16 codon 1344 
sequences be out-of-frame, while the other indel (blue) downstream restores the original frame (black). 1345 
Note that for the sake of simplicity, the resulting codon sequences were not realigned. 1346 

 1347 
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 1348 
Figure S52. The strongest signal of selection in Melanesians intersecting two highly stratified 1349 
deletion and duplication variants at 8p21.3. (A) The Manhattan plot of Bonferroni p-values of the 1350 
window-based FST test (Methods). (B) Distribution of FST, functional annotation (RefSeq and ENCODE 1351 
elements; Methods), and recombination rate (HapMap) for all variants (dots). Genes are shown under the 1352 
plot with black lines (noncoding sequences) and orange boxes (exons). Bottom panels show the patterns 1353 
of linkage disequilibrium, measured in r-square, across the locus.  1354 
 1355 
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 1356 
Figure S53. The joint distribution of CN estimates for DELMEL-NDL and DUP10D across great ape 1357 
species. Linear regression lines and 95% C.I. were drawn for individual populations. 1358 
 1359 
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 1360 
 1361 
Figure S54. Pairwise joint distributions among CN estimates of DELMEL-NDL, DUP10D, and the 1362 
number of heterozygous sites of the DUP10D locus for all SGDP and the three archaic samples. Each 1363 
symbol is the data from an individual. Linear regression lines and their 95% C.I. region were drawn for 1364 
individual populations.  1365 
 1366 
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 1367 
 1368 
Figure S55. Observations of allele imbalance in individuals carrying the DUP10D duplication 1369 
variant: AFR (7/33), MEL (15/16), the archaic hominin (ARC, 3/3), and chimpanzee (8/8) samples. 1370 
Distributions of allele balance for heterozygous sites at the DUP10D locus were shown for individual 1371 
SGDP populations (A) and chimpanzee genomes (C). For the eight chimpanzee genomes (Great Ape 1372 
Project, 2013), reads were mapped to the human reference (GRCh37) using BWA-MEM (v0.7.12) and 1373 
SNVs at the DUP10D locus were called using FreeBayes (v1.0.2). (B) Violin plots of allele balance across 1374 
the eight SGDP super-populations, along with the ARC samples, show a clear pattern of allele imbalance 1375 
in populations, where the DUP10D variants are present.  1376 
 1377 
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 1378 
 1379 
Figure S56. PCR validation of the DELMEL-NDL variant using 16 randomly selected blood-derived 1380 
Melanesian DNA samples. Ladder is at 2000 bp, 800 bp, 400 bp, 200 bp, and 100 bp. (A) Gel of PCR 1381 
product from the first PCR assay showing the 501 bp product that is produced when the deletion is 1382 
present (~50 bp band is primer dimer). Samples 1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 13, 14, and 16 all have at least one 1383 
chromosome where the deletion is present. (B) Gel of PCR product from the second assay that amplifies a 1384 
300 bp fragment within the deletion region. Samples 3, 8, and 14 do not have product in this region and 1385 
therefore are homozygous for the deletion (CN0). Samples 1, 5, 9, 13, and 16 have at least one copy of 1386 
this region but also have the deletion band seen in A, so therefore are heterozygous for the deletion 1387 
(CN1). Samples 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, and 15 do not have the deletion (CN2) because they did not have 1388 
the deletion band (in A) and do have PCR product for the fragment within the deleted region. 1389 
 1390 
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 1391 
 1392 
Figure S57. Patterns of heterozygosity, along with the CN estimates for both DUP10D and DELMEL-1393 
NDL, in all 1KG populations. Each symbol represents the estimated quantity for an individual. 1394 
 1395 
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 1396 
Figure S58. Miropeats reveals the tandem organization of TNFRSF10D duplications in nonhuman 1397 
primates. High-quality homologous sequences to human TNFRSF10D (GRCh37) for four nonhuman 1398 
primates were generated using BAC libraries and sequenced using PacBio technology. Blue and red 1399 
traces aligned sequences between human reference and nonhuman primate TNFRSF10D1 and 1400 
TNFRSF10D2, respectively. Shown below the bottom track in each nonhuman primate are the repeat 1401 
elements annotated using RepeatMasker (v3.3.0) as well as SDs. 1402 
 1403 
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 1404 
Figure S59. Organization of duplications at the TNFRSF10D locus in chimpanzee. TNFRSF10D1 1405 
and TNFRSF10D2 are in the same orientation as the human reference (GRCh37). Top panel: CN heat 1406 
maps for a subset of CN2 modern human samples, followed by AFR and MEL duplication carriers. Gene 1407 
models of TNFRSF10D1 and TNFRSF10D2 were inferred using PacBio IsoSeq technology (53). The 1408 
breakpoints of DUP10D in the chimpanzee reference sequence were inferred based on read-depth profile 1409 
(bottom panel) and a hidden Markov Model utilizing a sequence alignment among human reference and 1410 
the two chimpanzee TNFRSF10D1 and TNFRSF10D2 sequences (Methods). In the analysis of read-1411 
depth profile, reads of all SGDP samples were mapped to a recently published high-quality chimpanzee 1412 
assembly (Kronenberg et al., 2018). Read-depth profile of a sample was estimated using 1000 bases with 1413 
a step size of 500 bases sliding across the region. Each color bar represents the depth range of a given 1414 
window. 1415 
 1416 
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 1417 
 1418 
Figure S60. Phylogenetic analyses of the DUP10D duplication sequences among primate species. 1419 
Long-read BAC sequences of the DUP10D locus for three great ape lineages (chimpanzee, gorilla, and 1420 
orangutan) and one Old World rhesus macaque monkey were generated using BAC libraries. 1421 
(A) Schematic of TNFRSF10D gene fusion in modern humans with respect to the putative ancestral 1422 
tandem duplication form in other primates. (B) Compelling evidence for interlocus gene conversion 1423 
between the rear (gray shaded) portions of the TNFRSF10D1 and TNFRSF10D2 sequences in orangutan 1424 
indicated by high sequence identity. Fractions of sequence identity were calculated using three window 1425 
sizes (1000, 2000, and 500 bp) and a sliding of 100 bp across the sequence alignment. Sharp increases in 1426 
sequence identity, compared with the mean identity of 0.921 between the two sequences in orangutan, 1427 
especially beyond the position 2,500, are consistent with the hypothesis of interlocus gene conversion. 1428 
(C and D) Evolutionary history of DUP10D sequences in primates inferred by Bayesian phylogenetic trees 1429 
(BEAST v.2.5.0; Methods). Two trees were built separately using homologous sequences to the human 1430 
reference (GRCh37) TNFRSF10D1 and TNFRSF10D2 sequences (blue and red portions in A). Numbers 1431 
at the nodes are the divergence estimates with 95% high posterior density intervals, while the percentages 1432 
on branches indicate the posterior probabilities supporting the branches. Note that a gene tree–species tree 1433 
discordance within the TNFRSF10D2 Homininae phylogeny likely arose as a result of incomplete lineage 1434 
sorting. 1435 
 1436 
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 1437 
 1438 
Figure S61. FLNC transcripts of TNFRSF10D locus for Melanesian (GM10541, CN3), European 1439 
(GM12878, CN2), and chimpanzee (PanTro, CN4) fibroblast cell line samples. Full-length transcripts 1440 
were generated using the PacBio long-read sequencing technology. The FLNC transcripts were mapped to 1441 
human reference (GRCh37) using minimap2 (v2.1), and the number of mismatches for each transcript 1442 
were computed against the human reference sequence. Left panels show the kernel density distributions 1443 
of mismatches for the transcripts, while right panels are subsets of FLNC transcript reads mapped to the 1444 
TNFRSF10D locus in GRCh37. Vertical color bars on each transcript indicate mismatches. (A) All three 1445 
types of TNFRSF10D transcripts, including TNFRSF10D1 (6 exons, cluster 2), TNFRSF10D2 (9 exons, 1446 
cluster 3), and the fusion gene TNFRSF10D (9 exons, cluster 1), are clearly present in the CN3 1447 
Melanesian sample. (B) In the CN2 European sample GM12878, all transcripts present 9 exons and low 1448 
numbers of mismatches, suggesting that they are all the version of fusion gene TNFRSF10D. (C) Both 6-1449 
exon and 9-exon transcripts are present in the chimpanzee sample with high numbers of mismatches for 1450 
the majority of the reads. Note that we did not observe clear clusters of these transcripts in the 1451 
chimpanzee sample, likely due to the divergence between human and chimpanzee at this locus. 1452 
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 1453 
Figure S62. Premature stop codon in the chimpanzee TNFRSF10D1 gene copy. Gene models (top) of 1454 
the two copies of TNFRSF10D (TNFRSF10D1 and TNFRSF10D2) in chimpanzee were inferred using 1455 
PacBio Iso-Seq data from a chimpanzee sample and the resulting sequences were mapped to the 1456 
corresponding chimpanzee assembly (Kronenberg et al., 2018). Middle panel shows the exon sequence 1457 
alignments between human reference TNFRSF10D and chimpanzee TNFRSF10D1. The numbers after 1458 
each alignment are the proportion of sequence identity (stars). TNFRSF10D1 was truncated after 59 1459 
amino acids due to a stop codon in its second exon (highlighted in the red box) but is likely translated to a 1460 
protein with 217 amino acids using a second start codon (highlighted in the orange box) in a different 1461 
frame, upstream of the stop codon in exon 2. 1462 
 1463 
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 1464 
 1465 
Figure S63. Pairwise dN/dS among the ORF sequences of twelve FLNC transcripts in primates. FLNC transcripts of TNFRSF10D, 1466 
TNFRSF10D1, and TNFRSF10D2 were generated from Melanesian (GM10541, CN3), European (GM12878, CN2), and chimpanzee (PanTro, 1467 
CN4) fibroblast cell lines. Orthologous transcript sequences in gorilla, orangutan, and rhesus macaque were inferred from their BAC sequences. 1468 
Predicted ORFs were defined as the longest ORF in all frames of individual transcripts. dN/dS ratios were estimated using the codeml program in 1469 
the PAML package (v14.9). 1,000 bootstrap samples of the multiple codon sequence alignment were used to estimate the 95% C.I. Note that 1470 
PAML reports dN/dS = 99 for a branch when no synonymous mutation was inferred (dS = 0) along the lineage. 1471 
 1472 
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 1475 
 1476 
Figure S64. Evidence for positive selection at the clade of TNFRSF10D1 lineages. Bayesian-based phylogenetic (BEAST) trees and branch 1477 
supports were inferred for the eight most common ORF sequences from Melanesian (GM10541, CN3), European (GM12878, CN2), chimpanzee 1478 
(PanTro, CN4), and rhesus macaque (R.macaque) samples. dN/dS ratios were estimated using the codeml program in the PAML package (v14.9), 1479 
and colored orange if they are greater than 1. (A) Significant evidence for variable dN/dS ratios among the phylogeny. dN/dS ratios at the clade of 1480 
TNFRSF10D1 lineages are significantly greater than 1, compared to those under the null expectation (dN/dS = 1), suggesting the act of positive 1481 
selection in this clade. Note that PAML reports dN/dS = 999 for a branch when no synonymous mutation was inferred (dS = 0) along the lineage. 1482 
(B) The branch-site selection test of PAML identifies a cluster of positively selected sites corresponding to the predicted transmembrane domain 1483 
of the genes. 1484 
 1485 
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Figure S65. Cladogram of TNFRSF10D lineages showing dN and dS values and dN/dS ratios for 

individual branches. The same TNFRSF10D sequences as in Figure S64 were used to estimate the 

branch-specific dN/dS, dN, and dS values, shown above each branch, using PAML (v14.9). Orange and 

blue colors indicate if the test of dN/dS ratio 1 is significant (p < 0.05) or not (p  0.05), respectively. A 

significance test of the free dN/dS ratios model was based on a chi-squared likelihood ratio test (d.f. = 1) 

against the null model of neutral evolution (dN/dS = 1). The phylogeny of these TNFRSF10D sequences 

(Figure S64, left panel) was inferred using BEAST (v2.5.0). Note that PAML reports dN/dS = 99 or 999 

for a branch when no synonymous mutation was inferred (dS = 0) along the lineage. 
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Figure S66. Geographic allele frequency distributions of six DELMEL-NDL deletion-tagged SNVs, 

in addition to rs367585898 shown in Figure 5A. The 1KG populations suggest the deletion variant 

is geographically restricted to mainly South Asians at low frequencies (<0.07). Note that at all sites, 

the minor (orange) alleles are the deletion-tagged alleles, and the frequencies of these alleles in the 

Melanesian samples, are all 0.4375, which also equals the frequency of the deletion alleles (Table 

S18). 
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Figure S67. Significant archaic introgression signals in Melanesians at the unique sequence of 

18,500 bp at the telomeric side of TNFRSF10D that spans the locus of DELMEL-NDL 

(chr8:22,972,880-22,991,380). Two complementary tests, fD (top) and S* (bottom), were used to test 

introgression in Melanesians. In the case of the fD calculation, the two Neanderthal individuals were used 

as the archaic reference sequences. Significance levels were determined using coalescent simulations 

based on 1,000 demographic models (Methods). 
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Figure S68. Significant introgression signals (fD statistic) at the deletion locus (DELMEL-NDL) using 

Neanderthals (NDL) as the archaic reference (left panel). Note that the signals of introgression 

become mostly insignificant when the Denisovan individual was used as the archaic reference, but with 

some signals at the DUP10D variant locus due to PSVs shared between Neanderthals and Denisovan 

samples (right panel). 

 

 

 

 
Figure S69. Unique deletion-linked haplotype observed in Melanesians (n=14), Neanderthals (n=4), 

and South Asians (Punjabi, n=1). Haplotypes of 56 SNVs, along with the two bi-allelic variants, 

DELMEL-NDL (dark red) and DUP10D (purple), for chr8:22972880-22991380.  
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Figure S70. A single clade for deletion-linked haplotypes and evidence for ongoing positive 

selection. (A) The maximum likelihood phylogeny (top, log likelihood = -21578.402) inferred using 

RAxML (v.8.2.10) and the putative CN2 sequences (chr8:22972880-22991380). (B) Cumulative 

distribution function for PBS of AFR, EA, and MEL. The PBS distributions were generated using SNVs 

from the coalescent simulations for the putative CN2 regions around the DELMEL-NDL variant, conditional 

on frequencies within 30% of the observed frequency of the deletion variant in MEL (0.4375; 30% range: 

0.306–0.568). The numbers of SNVs in AFR, EA, and MEL are 8,229, 7,684, and 7,580, respectively. 

Compared with all three parametric bootstrap distributions, it is unlikely to observe a PBS value as large 

as 0.933 under the null demographic models given the age of the variant (p < 0.0082). 
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Figure S71. PCR experiments for genotyping DUP16p12 polymorphism. (A) Gel images of the 

restriction digests used to test for the chromosome 16 duplication. The ladder appears to the left with base 

pair sizes listed. The two enzymes, which cut the alternative haplotype, are shown with cuts present in the 

Papuan (~150 bp in MscI and ~100 and ~200 bp bands in BsrDI) and no cut in the control (bands at ~300 

bp). AciI was tested with a Mayan sample as the control and shows cuts at ~150 bp and no cuts in the 

Papuan. (B) Sanger traces of four blood-derived Melanesian DNA samples at site 22768213 showing the 

variable peak height of the alternate T allele versus the reference C allele. The first two samples have half 

the peak height for the T allele indicating that they have only one copy of the duplication (CN3).  
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Supplementary Tables 

 

All supplementary tables are provided in separate EXCEL files and available as online tables. 

 

 

Table S1. Copy number genotypes of 5,135 CNVs in 249 modern human, 3 archaic hominin, and 72 

nonhuman primate genomes. CNVs were called in a discovery panel of 20 genomes, including 17 

modern and 3 archaic humans, using the dCGH CNV discovery method as described in the main text. A 

read-depth-based approach was used to genotype these CNVs. 

 

 

 

Table S2. Copy number genotypes of 402 hominin-specific CNVs in 249 modern human, 3 archaic 

hominin, and 72 nonhuman primate genomes. These CNVs were derived from the 5,135 CNV 

genotypes from Table S1 using the approach described in the main text and the Methods section in the 

Supplementary Materials. 

 

 

 

Table S3. 368,256 CNVs identified from 266 SGDP samples using five different callers. Note that 

only Genome STRiP and dCGH produce multi-allelic CNV (mCNV) calls. 

 

 

 

Table S4. Validation of CNVs using single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) microarray. Array-based 

CNV calls were generated using Illumina 2.1M SNP microarrays for 123 samples. For the purpose of 

validation, only CNV calls with more than 5 or 10 SNP probes were considered. Eight out of the 123 

samples were removed from this analysis because they suffer large background noise as determined in 

(9). We examined variants that have <50% segmental duplication (SegDup) in their content. 

 

 

 

Table S5. Numbers of population-stratified CNVs as reported by three summary statistics. The p-

value of observing the number of stratified CNVs in each population was estimated through 10,000 non-

parametric simulations of permuting the CN estimates for the 19,211 CNVs. 

 

 

 

Table S6. Primary three population demographic models for Africans, East Asians, and 

Melanesians evaluated using ∂a∂i (Gutenkunst et al. 2009). Assume a generation time of 29 years and 

mutation rate μ=0.510-9 per site per year (61). N is effective population size; T is the time of a 

demographic event (years); ms is symmetric migration rate, while mA-B is the asymmetric migration rate 

from population B to A (per chromosome per generation). The parameter Pflip models the proportion of 

variants with ancestral state misidentification. * indicates the best-fit model in this table and # indicates a 

model whose optimization does not converge. 
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Table S7. Maximum likelihood parameter estimates and confidence intervals for the two best-fit 

demographic models of the population trio: AFR-EA-MEL (Figure S6). Parameter estimates are 

calculated using the mutation rate of 0.510-9 per base per year (61) and a generation time of 29 years. N 

is effective population size; T is the time of a demographic event (years); ms is symmetric migration rate, 

while mA-B is the asymmetric migration rate from population B to A (per chromosome per generation). 

The parameter Pflip models the proportion of variants with ancestral state misidentification. 95% 

confidence intervals (C.I.) were estimated using Godambe information matrix (Materials and Methods). 

 

 

 

Table S8. Uniform (unif) priors for demographic parameters relevant to events prior to the 

anatomically modern humans. Time in years and population sizes are the number of individuals. 

 

 

 

Table S9. CNV candidates of selection in Melanesians. Melanesian-stratified CNVs were identified 

using Dmedian, VST, and MWU tests. Selection signals were inferred using SNVs from the flanking 

diploid sequences of candidate CNVs and the population branch statistics (PBS) and their significances 

(p-values) are determined using coalescent simulations. Asterisks (*) indicate introgression signals in 

close proximity. 

 

 

 

Table S10. Top CNV candidates with archaic introgression signals in Melanesians. Introgression 

signals were inferred based on the fD statistics calculated using Neanderthal (NDL) and Denisovan (DNS) 

as archaic reference genomes, separately (Methods). P-values for selection and introgression scans are 

calculated using coalescent simulations. The two CNVs, indicated with †, represent a single 383 kbp 

duplication found specifically in the Melanesian and Denisovan samples. 

 

 

 

Table S11. CN estimates of DUPchr16p12 for an independent set of 242 blood-derived Melanesian 

DNA samples using genotypes from Sanger sequencing. 

 

 

 

Table S12. Experimental CN estimates for cell line samples. We validated CN estimates in three 

Melanesian and one European ancestry cell lines. These cell lines are fibroblast derived. The details of the 

FISH and PCR experiments can be found in Supplementary Note: Materials and Methods. 

 

 

 

Table S13. Fosmid and BAC clones in FISH experiments. 
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Table S14. Summary statistics for the de novo SD assembly for the DUP16p12 Melanesian 

duplication variant. A Melanesian SDA contig was generated using an iteration approach with SDA 

(41). Each iteration used a backbone from the previous iteration to extend the assembly. The paralogous 

sequence variant (PSV) agreement is computed based on the overlap (left and right ends of the contig) 

between two assemblies from two consecutive iterations. The final ~383 kbp Melanesian duplication 

contig was resolved after the seventh iteration. 

 

 

 

Table S15. Divergence between Melanesian DUP16p12 sequences and their closest related lineages. 
Melanesian sequences were sampled along the DUP16p12 sequences on the Melanesian contig (Figure 

S22). Homologous sequences to the Melanesian sequences were pulled from the ancestral (16p12.2, 

KV880768.1) and insertion loci (16p11.2, GRCh37) of DUP16p12, and 7 BAC contigs from Nuttle et al. 

(15). 

 

 

 

Table S16. Increasing the number of potential sequences (>10 kbp) for unequal crossover and 

potential susceptibility to rearrangement at 16p11.2 in the Melanesian contig. Sequences (>10 kbp) 

from the duplication block distal to the 500 kbp autism-critical region in GRCh37 and the assembled 

Melanesian contig were aligned against the those proximal to the critical region in GRCh37 at 16p11.2. 

Only pairs with >95% identity were shown. The additional NPIPB duplication sequence 

(MelanesianContig:1084327-1164934) in the Melanesian contig with >95% identity to that in the 

duplication block proximal to autism-critical region provides additional genetic material for potential 

unequal crossover events. 

 

 

 

Table S17. PCR validation of the DELMEL-NDL deletion for 1000 Genomes Project (1KG) 

genomes. 64 putative DELMEL-NDL carriers from the 1KG (Phase 3) were identified using a read-depth-

based genotyper. Validations of these samples were performed using an in-house designed PCR assay 

described in the main text. Note that we did not perform a PCR assay for HG01308 due to the lack of 

DNA for that sample. 

 

 

 

Table S18. Allele frequencies of seven tagging alleles to the DELMEL-NDL deletion variant in SGDP 

samples. The seven tagging SNVs are in nearly complete linkage disequilibrium with the deletion allele 

(r^2>0.9 and D'>0.9) in the SGDP data set. Note that in all three Neanderthals, the last four SNVs were 

no-calls due to lack of sequence coverage. Also note that due to low sequence coverage, we did not call 

CNVs for the Mezmaiskaya Neanderthal. 
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Table S19. Sites shared between Melanesian and Denisovan samples at the chromosome 16p12 

duplication locus. Selected sites (arbitrary site number assigned) with position on chr16 (GRCh37) and 

haplotype found in Papuans and Melanesians from the island of Bougainville and other control 

individuals, which match the reference. *Sites that were used for further restriction digest tests. 

 

 

 

Table S20. Primers for the PCR assay to genotype copy number status of the 383 kbp Melanesian-

Denisovan-specific duplication at its ancestral locus of chromosome 16p12.2. Primers designed to 

amplify approx. 300 bp regions around the site listed in Table S17. PCR protocol used a standard PCR 

master mix and standard amplification protocol with 35 cycles of 95° denaturation for 45 seconds, 

annealing at 55° for 30 seconds, and extension at 72° for 45 seconds. 

 

 

 

Table S21. Primers used in the PCR assays to genotype three additional selective CNV candidates 

shown in Figure S11. 
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